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801 Postwar Lionel O gauge Madison passenger Pullman cars, 2625 Irvington, 2627 Madison, and 2628 Manhattan. 2625 has
a tiny tiny touchup to a step side, 2628 has a very small scuff to a side, 2627 has very small touchup to roof, trains are very
clean and better C6 area.

802 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 217 caboose, orange body, maroon roof, dark green ends, black frame, maroon plates with
rubber stamped lettering, and nickel journals. Nice C6.

803 Postwar Lionel O gauge 100th anniversary Union Pacific passenger set. Set is comprised of 2023 Union Pacific twin Alco
diesel A units, 2481 Plainfield Pullman, 2482 Westfield Pullman, and 2483 Livingston observation. Dummy A unit is
missing rollers. 2482 has a broken/glue repaired step, 2481 and 2482 have touched up/painted over stripes. Trains
otherwise look nice clean and shiny C6 area.

804 Prewar American Flyer O gauge No. 9915 Burlington streamlined Hudson steam locomotive Aeolus, cast-aluminum loco
and tender combination. Nicer looking example with abundant paint and front wing decals. Nice C6.

805 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 384-E steam locomotive and 384-T tender with copper journals, with a 511 flatcar in green
with copper journals, trains are sold as is shown in our photos with no returns.

806 Prewar American Flyer O gauge No. 9900 Burlington Zephyr streamline diesel passenger train with powered unit, REA
baggage, and 9900 observation car, trains look nice C6. 9910 LOCO box with clear tape, tear in side panel of lid, quite
square and solid otherwise. #3180-KHAKI BROWN BAGG. CAR box with some factory tape, clear tape, masking tape.

807 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 211 flatcar with black body and all nickel trim, very nice, great lettering C8. Original box is
very square and solid with no missing flaps or tape. Partial shipping label on bottom.

808 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2023 Union Pacific twin Alco diesel locomotives. Powered unit has small amount of battery
damage. Both units have cracked noses. Trains otherwise are clean C6.

809 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 392 steam locomotive and 392W tender with whistle in gun metal gray, C6. One side of
tender looks more C7 area.

810 Prewar American Flyer O gauge Hiawatha streamline steam locomotives and tenders with passenger cars. First is five
piece lithographed tinplate loco and tender with baggage, two coaches, and observation, C6. Second is 561 loco/tender in
set box with two coaches, transformer, track, and minor components. Trains look better C6+. Box has clear tape,
otherwise pretty square and solid.

811 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 220 searchlight cars, terra cotta base on black frame with rubber stamped letters and
numbers, brass trim, copper journals, and latch couplers, C6. 220 searchlight with green base on black frame with rubber
stamped lettering and numbers with all nickel, C6+. `

812 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars, 3359 operating twin bin dump car, 3469X automatic dump car, 3356 operating A.T.S.
F. horse car and corral, and 3356 operating cattle car. 3356 has rust on rivets and some spots on some wheels, otherwise
trains are nicer C6 area. Boxes have torn and missing flaps, 3656 has clear tape. Trains have instructions sheets and
components.

813 Prewar Lionel O gauge illuminated passenger cars, two 610 Pullman coaches, and a 612 observation. Light blue bodies,
silver roofs, nickel journals, air tanks, and latch couplers. Metal parts have oxidation and surface rust. Train bodies and
roofs look very nice C6+ area.

814 Three Lionel O gauge GP diesel locomotives. One is modern era 8757 Conrail missing hand rails. One has a repro 8063
Seaboard shell on a postwar chassis. One is a postwar shell and chassis restored in more modern NYC livery. Trains look
C6 area, sold as is shown in our photos with no returns.

815 Prewar Lionel O gauge 250 E orange center cab electric locomotive in original box, C8.
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816 Postwar Lionel O gauge Outfit No. 1516WS 027 passenger train with whistle and smoke in original boxes. Set is
comprised of the following trains, 2065 steam locomotive, 2046W Lionel Lines whistle tender (hairlines at both screws),
and 2432 Clifton vista dome, 2434 Newark Pullman coach, and 2436 Summit observation. Trains look C6 area. 1033 90
watts transformer with stiffer supple original cord included. Tender box has mild wear. Passenger car boxes have very
light wear, tears to a coupler inner flaps. Loco box has ENGINE written on it in pencil, otherwise C8 area. Set box has
moderate wear, loose material to flaps, and separated material at flaps. Box is fairly square and solid.

817 Prewar Lionel O gauge 254E center cab electric locomotive, two 610 Pullmans, and 612 observation. Trains look C6.
Loco has a repro headlight and a split headlight.

818 Postwar Lionel O gauge boxed accessories, 415 diesel fueling station, 460 piggy back transportation set, and 461 platform
with truck and trailer, C6-7. 415 has some light rust/oxidation to underside of base. Boxes are very square and solid, C8
area. 460 and 461 have nice reproduction/home made inserts.

819 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 1835E steam locomotive and 1835W tender with whistle. Loco has ripples in domes and
cab corner/edge, otherwise super nice C6.

820 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories in original boxes, 175 rocket launcher, 264 operating fork lift, and 352 ice depot set,
generally C6. 175 has cracks to rocket, one cracked handrail, small spots of rust. 352 figure has loose and glue repaired
arms. 264 has damage and repairs to hole for boom. Boxes have wear, moisture damage, etc. 264 and 352 are very square
and very solid.

821 Prewar Lionel O gauge 252 center cab electric loco in terra cotta with cream stripe around bottom edge of shell, terra cotta
frame, and copper journals, C6.

822 Postwar Lionel O gauge 443 missile launching platform with exploding ammunition dump and 470 missile launching
platform with exploding target car, in original boxes. 443 is more C8-9 area and 470 is C6-7 but might clean to look better.
443 OB has moisture damage, 470 OB looks C9 area.

823 Prewar Lionel standard gauge No. 350 electric passenger set in olive green with red trim and inserts, trains should clean
and polish to look better C6+ area. No. 8E boxcab electric loco olive green with red lettering on brass plates, rewheeled.
337 Pullman coach in olive with red window inserts and nickel journals. 338 observation in olive w/red inserts and nickel.
Box is missing label portion of a side panel of lid. Box has clear tape on a corner.

824 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2373P and 2373T Canadian Pacific EMD F3a diesel locomotives, with 2551 Banff Park
observation, three 2552 Skyline 500 vista domes, 2553 Blair Manor Pullman, and 2554 Craig Manor Pullman, Canadian
Pacific passenger cars. Trains look C6. Power unit has small crack around headlight surround, power unit is repainted
around roof vents, dummy unit has broken coupler, diesel frames have been repainted, power unit has the initials RJ etched
into interior of shell and frame, and observation car needs end roof replaced (cracked mount for nut).

825 Prewar Lionel O gauge Flying Yankee articulated streamline diesel locomotive with 616 powered unit, two 617 coaches,
617 baggage, and 618 observation car. Trains have been very nicely or professionally restored to look C9 area (a couple
minor dings in roofs that wouldn’t be factory). Wheels on powered unit are original and show normal wear, car wheels
have been resurfaced/re-plated and show no wear. Vestibules appear to have never been installed or run yet.

826 Postwar Lionel O gauge GP road switching locomotives, 2338 MILW and 2348 M&StL, C6. 2338 has some touchups to
black around upper roof edges.

827 Prewar American Flyer O/narrow gauge 3/16” scale steam locomotive and tender with 480 Shell tank car, 486 hopper, 478
boxcar, and 484 caboose. Loco and tender are repainted, C6-7. Rest of trains look original C6.

828 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1543 Lehigh Valley GE 44 ton diesel freight set with unnumbered pipe car, 6112 gondola w/red
canisters, 6017 caboose, track, uncoupling section, 90 controller, 1015 45 watts transformer w/supple original cord, and
uncut billboard sheet. Trains look C6 area, and will clean to look slightly better. Box has partially split corner, otherwise
quite square and solid.
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829 Large group of vintage building blocks, F. Ad. Richter & Co., Phoenix Toy Company Liberty Stone Blocks, Peter Guhn
Bild-a-Brik, Nr. 14A Memel Ohne Elsenteile Richter, 12A Richter, two 6A Richter?, and some unmarked. Some sets are
in original boxes that are marked, some are in original boxes but identified by pencil, and some are completely unmarked.
Some sets look C9-10 (Liberty Stone Blocks Set No. 2) and some appear to be incomplete. Also included are four original
instructions booklets (2,4,4,6), several reproduction layout diagrams and instruction booklets, two original sheets of
figures, and two sheets of pressed card stock roofing.

830 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories in original boxes, 114 newsstand with horn, 118 newsstand with whistle, two 128
animated newsstands w/90’s, and 352 ice depot w/instructions and 90. 352 has some very small specks of rust on base.
Accessories look C6 area. Boxes have some tape marks, moisture, marker, etc., otherwise very square and solid with no
torn or missing flaps.

831 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 380 steam locomotive, restored C6-7.
832 Postwar Lionel O gauge 342X operating culvert loader with 6342 NYC culvert car, and seven culverts. 345 operating
culvert unloader with 6342 NYC culvert car, connecting ramp, seven culverts. Bases have some layout paint, otherwise
C6 area. Boxes have moisture signs, tape repairs, minor tears at upper corners, etc. Boxes are otherwise are fairly square
and solid.

833 Postwar and prewar American Flyer and Lionel O and HO gauge trains. Lionel: two 2338 Burlington GP-7 diesel
locomotives, both are restored to look C7-8, one loco has oxidation on a corner of a truck side frame. Prewar Lionel O
gauge 1045 flagman and 93 water tower, C6. Postwar American Flyer 32654 HO gauge HO-654 rectifier in original box
with insert and original instructions sheet, C9-10. Box looks C8-9.

834 Postwar Lionel O gauge NW-2 diesel locomotive switchers, 600 MKT, 601 Seaboard, 614 Alaska Railroad, and 635
unnumbered Union Pacific, 601 is missing small piece below screw, 614 has hairline at screw. Trains otherwise look C6
area.

835 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2322 Virginian Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel locomotive in original box. Train hairlines at
both screws, chipped engineers step, rub to rear fireman’s step, tiny bit of surface to some catwalks, C6. Box has tiny
punctures and some scotch tape, very square and solid with no torn or missing flaps.

836 Postwar Lionel O gauge boxed accessories, 419 heliport with original helicopter, 465 sound dispatching station
w/microphone, and 5160 official viewing stand, C7-8. 5160 has components envelope with instructions sheet and uncut
flags/banners. 419 OB is missing small part of tuck flap, boxes otherwise look C7 area.

837 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2331 Virginian Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel locomotive with very tight hairlines at screws
and some minor surface rust on some catwalks, C6.

838 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 2321 Lackawanna Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel locomotive with maroon top, nicked
number board surround, hairline at front screw and touchup to fireman’s front lower corner by steps, C6.

839 Postwar Lionel O gauge boxed accessories, two 30 water towers (one with instructions sheet and one with 96C), and 138
water tank. Accessories look C6 area, one 30 is missing roof nib. repainted superstructure, repainted base. One 30 box has
light wear to flaps, one 30 has duct tape to flaps, 138 looks C8.

840 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 375 motorized turntable in original box with remote and components, C6. Shack has chipped
roof corners. Box has split in tuck flap and silver fishing to edges, box is otherwise very bright, square, and solid.

841 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 2321 Lackawanna Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel locomotive with typical screw cracks,
a little surface rust on a couple catwalks, otherwise C6. Box has old masking tape residue, separations at flap layers, some
writing, otherwise a very square and solid box with insert and no torn or missing flaps.

842 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2338 GP-7 diesel locomotives, one with repainted frame, C6. Box has a little masking tape, a
little writing with pencil point punctures, otherwise C8 in shape with no torn or missing flaps.
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843 Postwar Lionel O gauge 256 freight station and 257 station with horn (missing one fence tip/point), in original boxes, C7-8.
Boxes are very square and solid, 256 has a little very old scotch tape, and 257 has very light wear and darkening. Boxes
are C7-8 in shape.

844 Postwar Lionel O gauge 625 LV GE 44T switcher, 633 ATSF NW-2, and two 634 ATSF NW-2, diesel locomotives. 625
has screw crack, one 634 is missing piece of shell below screw, other 634 has a little light surface rust on frame, otherwise
C6.

845 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1520W M-K-T diesel 027 passenger train with horn set in original boxes. Set is comprised of:
2245 MKT The Texas Special EMD F3 diesel A-B units with 2432 Clifton illuminated astra-dome, 2435 Elizabeth
illuminated Pullman, and 2436 Summit illuminated observation, passenger cars. Powered unit has touchups to red and
white, repainted frame, and light rust on the battery holder. Dummy unit has touchups to red and white, and repainted fuel
tank. 2432 and 2435 have a couple small melt marks associated to wheels. Trains are nice clean C6 otherwise. Bundled
straight and curved 027 track, 6019 RCS with controller and original wire, and 1099 90 watts transformer with original
cord (starting to crack). Passenger car boxes have a missing flaps, tape repairs, or such, otherwise they are square and
solid. 6019 OB has light wear, square and solid with flaps. Set box has older masking tape and some old dealer stickers,
no missing flaps. Included are three matching inspection slips, for passenger cars?.

846 Postwar Lionel O gauge NW-2 diesel switchers, two 623 ATSF Santa Fe, 624 Chesapeake and Ohio, and 6250 Seaboard.
Locos have repainting/touchups, rust, oxidation, missing antenna tip, painted truck side frames, and etc. Trains should
clean, polish, and or restore to look at least, restored C6. Sold as is with no returns.

847 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1549 steam switcher freight set in original boxes with 1615 switcher, 1615T tender, 6560-25
operating work crane, 6262 wheel car, 6119-25 Delaware, Lackawanna, and Western work caboose. Trains should clean
and polish C6-7. Tender has a couple minor marks on shell that may wash off. Caboose box has moderate wear, missing
flaps, and clear tape. Tender box is missing flaps. 6262 has inner tape repairs. 6560 box has a tear to an inner flap. Loco
box has minor puncture, otherwise very square and solid. Set box has mild wear, tears, and separation at flaps, older dealer
label, old tape residue marks, quite square and solid with nice set number.

848 Postwar Lionel O gauge boxed accessories, 334 dispatching board with components in envelope, and 350 engine transfer
table with components. 350 has some typical very light surface rust starting to form here and there. Otherwise accessories
look C6. Boxes are square and solid. 350 has some marker writing.

849 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2289WS Locomotive with Smoke and Whistle set in original boxes. Set is comprised of the
following trains; 763 steam locomotive, 2046W whistle tender, 3494-275 State of Maine BAR operating boxcar, 6430
trailer flatcar, 3361X operating lumber car, 3359 twin bin dump car, and 6427-1 porthole caboose. Caboose has missing
step on a platform. Trains otherwise look nicer C6 area. Boxes have a missing flap, a small tear, or tape repairs, or nothing
wrong. Boxes are overall square and solid. Set box has minor wear to flaps and a little pencil writing, otherwise C7-8.
Also included are Super O curved and straight track, catalog and other associated paper, and various components.

850 Modern era and postwar Lionel O gauge boxed accessories, two 193 industrial water towers, 494 rotary beacons, and 2494
rotary beacon. Beacons have box inserts. Towers should clean to look C6 area. One water tower has melt marks. 494 has
some tape repaired flaps. Boxes are otherwise square and solid.

851 Postwar Lionel O gauge Outfit No. 1517W M-K-T diesel freight train with horn and Magne-Traction set in original boxes.
Set is comprised of: 2245P and 2245C Missouri-Kansas-Texas The Texas Special F3 diesel A-B units, 6464-225 Southern
Pacific boxcar, 6462-25 New York Central gondola, 6561 cable car, and 6427 porthole caboose. Locos have some very
small touchups and repainted chassis. Trains overall look nicer C6 and some cars should clean and polish to look a little
better. Included are 6019 RCS in OB with controller, 1099 90 watts transformer, and four inspection slips (for freight
cars?). Boxes have some minor tears at flaps, none missing. Boxes are very square and solid. Set box has moisture stains
and very slightly concave top flaps, otherwise quite square and solid.

852 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 12800 6 unit diesel freight with horn set in original box with 2346 Boston and Maine GP-9
diesel road switcher, 6428 RPO car, 6436 LV hopper, 6415 Sunoco tank, 6464-275 Boston and Maine boxcar, and 6017
Boston and Maine caboose. 6428 has some light surface rust, C6. Loco looks C6+. Rest of trains are more C7 area. Box
has a black drip on lid, box otherwise looks C8 area, very square and solid with nice dividers inside. Clean and shiny
curved and straight track included.
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853 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 1611 complete and ready to run diesel switcher freight set in original box. Set is comprised of
614 Alaska NW-2 diesel switcher, 6465 tank, 6162-60 Alaska gondola with three red canisters, 6825 flatcar w/bridge, and
6027 Alaska Railroad caboose. Trains look nice clean C6. Track and transformer included. Catalog, instructions booklet,
instructions sheet, and 1130-20 components envelope w/component, also included. Set box has old tape residue, tape on
lid handle, tape repairs to inner dividers. Box is otherwise square and solid with unfolded display panel.

854 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 701 diesel freight set in original box. Set is comprised of the following trains; 628 Northern
Pacific GE 44 ton diesel switcher locomotive, X6014 PRR Baby Ruth boxcar, 6025 Gulf tank, 6424 flatcar w/autos, 6257
caboose. Trains are nicer C6. Curved and straight track, RCS, 1015 transformer, instructions sheet, billboard sheet, and
components envelope with components included. Set box has light wear on bottom, rest will display C9 area.

855 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 1605W diesel loco with horn in original boxes. Set is comprised of the following trains, 608P
and 608T A.T.S.F. Santa Fe Alco diesel A units, 6464-25 New Haven boxcar, 6800 flatcar with airplane, 6801 flatcar
w/boat, 6802 flatcar w/6418 bridge spans, 6477 miscellaneous car w/pipes, and 6017 caboose. Dummy unit has cracked
pilot and up nose. Trains otherwise range from C6 to C8. Some boxes have a torn, repaired, or missing flap. Boxes are
otherwise very square and solid. NO box for 6802. Set box has older paper tape repairs, old writing, otherwise quite
square and solid with some light wear.

856 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 455 oil derrick and pumper in original box with insert, components envelope, two oil barrels,
two inspection slips, and 364C control switch. Pumper looks C6+ with red top variation. Box has a little writing, some
darkening. Very square and solid with no torn or missing flaps.

857 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 2279 diesel loco with horn freight set in original boxes consisting of the following trains;
2350 New Haven EP-5 electric locomotive, 6464-425 New Haven boxcar, 6477 miscellaneous car w/pipes, 3424 Wabash
operating brakeman car, 6424 flatcar w/autos, and 6427-1 porthole caboose. Loco has repro nose decals, some light battery
damage to battery area, some very light surface rust on 6477. Trains otherwise look C6-7. Loco box is missing material at
flaps, other boxes have missing flaps, tape repairs, etc. Otherwise fairly square and solid. Set box has some skinning, old
shipping label, moisture stains. Otherwise fairly square and solid with no missing flaps.

858 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories in original boxes, 362 barrel loader with components and 464 lumber mill with
components, C6-7. 362 OB has a little tape skinning, otherwise boxes look C7-8.

859 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 12820 Virginian FM diesel freight set in original boxes consisting of the following trains:
2322 Virginian Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel locomotive, 3662 operating milk car, 6361 log car, 6822 night crew
searchlight car (glue repaired worker), 6436-110 LV hopper, 6315-60 chemical tank car, 6464-735 New Haven boxcar,
6437 Pennsylvania illuminated cupola caboose. Loco has typical hairlines at screws. Trains otherwise look C6-7. Boxes
have marker writing, tape repairs, missing flaps, torn flaps, etc. Boxes are fairly clean, bright, and square. Set box was
opened from three outer edges. Boxes is quite clean, square, and solid. Included are type LW 125 watts transformer in
white OB with replaced cord, milk platform with milk cans in components, straight and curved O gauge track, UCS in OB
with controller, catalog, instructions sheets, and other paper.

860 Postwar Lionel Type ZW 275 watts Trainmaster transformer in original box with original supple cord, C6+. MODEL ZW
(R), variation. Box only, no inserts. Box is very square and solid with a little tape skinning.

861 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 1612 The General Passenger set in original box consisting of, 1862 steam locomotive, 1862T
W&ARR tender, 1865 Western & Atlantic passenger coach, 1866 W&ARR U.S. Mail car, straight and curved track, and
Type 1015 transformer. Trains look C6-7. Transformer has original cord. Box has minor tearing creasing to one side of
lid and a small tear to flap fold. Box looks nice C7 area.

862 Postwar Lionel Type ZW 275 watts Trainmaster transformer in original box with bottom and one side insert. Transformer
has replaced cord, C6. Box is missing outer material, very square.
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863 Postwar Lionel O gauge Outfit No. 1467W 027 freight train with horn in original boxes. Set is comprised of: No. 2023
Union Pacific twin Alco diesel A units, 6456 LV hopper, 6656 Armour stockcar, 6465 Sunoco tank, and 6357 SP caboose.
Caboose looks to have some white paint still left on some molded into the shell handrails. Locos have repro nose decals
and repainting to stripes. Loco shells have some very light fatigue to shell roofs. Locos have exceptionally clean chassis.
Powered unit has perfectly clean battery compartment. Other than caboose trains are much nicer, clean and shiny C6+
area. Car boxes all have missing flaps. Loco box has original center insert, a little darkening and staining, but C8-9 in
shape. A very square and solid loco box. 6019 with controller and 1033 with instructions sheet, included in OB. Set box
has old tape residue marks, clear tape, darkening, stains, pencil writing. Box has a tape repaired flap, but none are missing
and box is very square and quite solid.

864 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 11480 diesel freight with headlight complete and ready to run set in original box. Set contains
213P and 213T Minneapolis and Saint Louis twin Alco diesel A units, 6142 gondola with two orange cable reels, 6473
horse transport, 6076 LV hopper, 6014 Frisco boxcar, and 6257 caboose. Locos have cracked pilots. Trains otherwise
look C6-7. Curved, straight, and uncoupling track, 90 degree crossover, 1025 transformer, and components envelope
w/components. Transformer has replaced cord that is stiff. Set box looks C8+ area. Box has original price sticker from
Meier and Frank, Portland Oregon.

865 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2501W diesel loco with horn Super O freight set in original boxes. 2348 Minneapolis & St. Louis
GP-9 diesel, 6464-525 MStL boxcar, 6802 flatcar with girders, 6560-25 operating work crane, 6119-100 Delaware,
Lackawanna, and Western work caboose (some light rust on some underside parts). Loco has a hairline at front nose.
Trains otherwise look nice C6 area. 6119-100 OB has missing flaps. 6802 has torn and tape repaired flaps, otherwise very
square and solid. 6464-525 has missing inner coupler protection flaps. 6560-25 OB has a little creasing to one side panel,
otherwise very square and solid. Loco box looks C8. Set box has detached inner flaps, split corners, etc. Included is
straight and curved track, track terminal, uncoupler, bus connectors.

866 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275 watts transformer in original box with bottom and one side insert. Some rust on underside of
base, original cord, C6. Box was opened at top from three sides, box is darkened, but quite square and solid with original
shipping label between dealers.

867 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 112 Super O remote control switches in original boxes with inserts and controllers.
Controllers need to be rewired. One wire coil, one warranty card, one factory sealed 31-15 envelope included. Switches
have broken/missing ball and socket joints. Switches otherwise look C6. Two pair in orange boxes have MODEL R on
undersides of bases. Boxes are square and solid with no torn or missing flaps.

868 Postwar Lionel O gauge 815 diesel loco with horn freight set in original boxes. Set is comprised of the following trains;
2339
Wabash GP-7 diesel road switcher loco, 6464-475 Boston and Maine boxcar, 3444 Erie animated gondola, 6425 Gulf tank
car, 6427-1 Lionel Lines porthole N5c caboose. 6425 has a little rust on hand rail, otherwise trains look C6. Some boxes
have a torn, missing, and or repaired flap. Set box has older tape skinning, small tears to flaps, otherwise a quite square
and solid box with no missing flaps. UCS in OB included.

869 Postwar Lionel Type Z 250 watt transformer with older replaced cord, C6.
870 Postwar Lionel O gauge 9682 boxed set with Sears shipping label. Set is comprised of 44 U.S. Army missile launcher,
6175 flatcar with rocket, 6470 exploding target car, 6807 flatcar with amphibious military vehicle, 6650 missile launching
flatcar, and 6814 Rescue Unit first aid medical car. 44 has a couple very small touchups, tiny melt mark on side of 6470,
6814 has a little surface rust on sides of frame. Trains otherwise look C6. Curved and straight Super O track with rust, 175
rocket launcher, 1043 transformer with original cord included. Silver fished catalog and instructions sheet included. Some
components in envelope included. Boxes have missing flaps, display panels, etc. Fairly square and solid boxes. 175 has
one cracked handrail, C6. Set box has staining, moderate wear. No torn or missing flaps.

871 Postwar Lionel O gauge 211P and 211T MKT The Texas Special twin Alco diesel A units, 2532 Silver Range vista dome
passenger car, 6801 flatcar with boat, and 3362 flatcar w/helium tanks freight cars. Powered unit has melt marks on one
side at bottom through Special and cracked pilot. Vista dome looks to be repainted. Trains otherwise look C6. Included is
397 coal loader, C6.
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872 Postwar Lionel O gauge boxed accessories, 111 trestle set, 155 ringing highway signal, 156 illuminated platform, 163
single target block signal, 450 operating signal bridge. Accessories look C6. Boxes have missing flaps.

873 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories in original boxes. 110 trestle set with cardboard holder and components in envelope,
111 trestle set with components (no box), 125 whistling station, 132 illuminated station, 145 automatic gateman with
components in envelope, C6-7. Boxes are very square and solid with no missing flaps.

874 Postwar and modern era Lionel O gauge operating accessories, several have been repainted, some melt marks to control
towers, missing parts on some towers. Items look or could restore to look C6-7. Also included is a modern era dealers
vinyl banner, 60 inches by 34 inches. Lot is sold as is shown in photos with no returns.

875 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1-D 476 factory dealer display in factory shipper with no shipping label. Box has minor staining
and light wear to some edges from the years. Display appears to have never been used. Display has minor flattening to the
lichen and some minor bumping to corners, otherwise crisp and clean. 37-3/4 inches long by 30 inches wide. Superb
example. Amazing find and rare opportunity.

876 Postwar Lionel O gauge 455 oil derrick and pumper in original box with both inserts and components in envelope. Minor
surface rust on ladder, some old tape residue on superstructure with some paint loss. Derrick rig looks C7-8. Top insert
has red paint rubbed on it. Box has a couple minor stain spots, piece of old paper tape on top flaps. Box is very square and
solid with no torn or missing flaps.

877 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2627 Madison illuminated Pullman passenger coach, C7+. Super nice looking car. Included are
two original boxes with inserts. 2625 and 2627 original Pullman boxes included, Some missing flaps, some tears, some
repairs. Still nice square and solid boxes.

878 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2627 Madison illuminated Pullman passenger coach original box only, no car. Box is 1950 two
cities variation. Tears to end flap folds. Square and solid with no missing flaps.

879 Postwar Lionel O gauge type ECU in OB with replaced cord, 4452 Pennsylvania gondola, 5459 automatic dumping ore
car, 4671W whistle tender with electronic control in original boxes, C6. 4357 SP type caboose shell with crack at
chimney, glue repaired cracked roof corner, very small melt mark, three loose ECU control units, and 4357 OB included
and sold as is shown in our photos with no returns.

880 Postwar Lionel No. BSP Smoke Pellets on card with display bubble. Bubble is crack but bottle can not be removed. Card
shows little wear. No. 196 smoke pellets in original container. Pellets are disintegrated, bail is rusted and broken on one
side. Please view photos very well for the best description. Items sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns.

881 Postwar Lionel SP smoke pellets bottles in counter top separate sales box with pop up display lid. Box is full of bottles
with label variations and lid variations. Box lid display has been folded but looks fine. Box has some skinning to side and
light wear to front bottom panel. Labels on bottles range from one worn, and C6 to C9-10. Ten bottle appear to be full, all
have pellets. One additional counter top box included with no torn or missing flaps. Box has unfolded or very lightly
folded display panel.

882 Postwar Lionel O gauge instructions sheets and two Halloween masks. Masks are guaranteed originals, C9-10. 1/2 inch
tall stack of postwar instructions sheets, some highlights are; Scout Trains, 622, 2025, 2026, 2036, 2332, 2333, 2343, 3469,
26, 260,125, 154, 394, etc. Approximately 45 sheets. Some are torn. Most are nice.

883 Postwar Lionel O gauge 362 operating Barrel Loader accessory in original box with inserts, components in sealed
envelope, and 362-78 six barrels in OB. Loader has some brown powdery residue?, otherwise looks C9-10. Box has some
wear and tears, C7-8.

884 Prewar Lionel O gauge 259E steam locomotive and unnumbered tinplate tender, 831 lumber car, 802 stock car, 804 tank,
and 801 Wabash Railroad caboose. Trains are very nice and clean C6 area.

885 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3672 Bosco operating milk reefer and platform with five original milk cans, C6+.
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886 Prewar Lionel O gauge 152 New York Central Lines center cab electric loco with 601 New York Central Lines Pullman
passenger coach, and 602 New York Central Lines RPO Mail car. Trains look shiny C6.

887 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6419-100 Norfolk and Western work caboose in original box with insert, unrun C9-10. Box has
1/2 inch tear to flap fold, otherwise C9.

888 Prewar Lionel O gauge 254 center cab electric locomotive with orange ventilators, two 610 Pullman passenger coaches,
and 612 observation, nice C6+ trains.

889 Postwar Lionel O gauge 65 motorized hand car in original box with insert and instructions sheet, lightly run C9. Box has
1/2 inch flap fold tear, otherwise looks C9.

890 Prewar Lionel O gauge 253 boxcab electric locomotive, red with cream window inserts, C6. Loco has been rewheeled.
891 Postwar Lionel O gauge 58 Great Northern rotary snowplow in original box with insert and instructions sheet. Incredibly
tight hairline at screw that takes a jeweler’s loop to see, otherwise C8+. Box has tape repairs, very square and solid box
with no missing flaps.

892 Prewar Lionel O gauge 254 center cab electric locomotive with red ventilators and stripe, C6+. Wheels have casting
fatigue.

893 Postwar Lionel O gauge 163 single target block signal in original boxes. Both look C9-10. Boxes look C9-10. Two 163
in OB total.

894 Lionel prewar OO gauge Hudson and tender. 002 three rail semi scale Hudson with 002T tender. Light shelf dust,
original C7.

895 Prewar Lionel O gauge early Lionel Manufacturing Company No. 701 New York Central Lines 701 center cab electric
locomotive. Train is dark green with maroon window trim, gold ventilators, gold rubber stamp lettering/numbers.
Pinched/Y handrail stanchions, pedestal headlight, black painted coupler riveted on. Train has some surface rust on roof
and edges around roof at body and ripple to corner and very edge of roof. Rest of train still looks nice C6.

896 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6220 Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe NW-2 diesel switcher locomotive, small GM, tiny
drip/touchup and nicked step at mounting screw and glue repair to smoke stack?. Train otherwise is very nice and clean C6
+ area.

897 Prewar Lionel O gauge 252 center cab electric locomotive in Terra Cotta with cream stripe, maroon frame, and brass trim.
Train is C6. Geared drive wheels have swollen castings.

898 Postwar Lionel Type ZW 275 watts transformer with original cord (cracking at plug, should be replaced), rust on corner of
base C6. Box has three inserts (missing top insert), blue rub on end panel and very light wear to top flaps, some small
puncturing to side panel. Box is clean, very square, and solid with no torn or missing flaps.

899 Prewar Lionel O gauge 248 and 253 boxcab electric locomotives, C6. Both locos have some casting fatigue to wheels.
900 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 415 diesel fueling station in original box with inserts, instructions sheet, and 90 controller, C7.
Box looks C9-10 with some price writing.

901 Prewar Lionel O gauge, Lionel Jr. articulated diesel streamline passenger train, in red and aluminum C6+ area.
902 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 2023 Union Pacific twin diesel Alco A units, restored chassis. Trains otherwise look very
nice C6++. Original inspection slip included. Box has skinning to top flaps, marker writing. Box is super square and solid
with no torn or missing flaps.

903 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 104 bridge center span with gray road bed and no finial variation. Bridge is super nice C6-7.
Box has slightly concave top flaps and label is only partially legible. Box is super square and solid with no torn or missing
flaps.
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904 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 2344C New York Central F3b diesel locomotive unit. Tiny bits of red paint on edge of shell,
tiny chip to corner of shell, tiny glue drip on roof. Train otherwise looks C7-8. Train has matching original porthole lens.

905 Prewar Lionel O gauge 261 steam locomotive with 257T tender, 603 Pullman, and 604 observation, trains look nice C6+
area.

906 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories in original boxes. 76 set of three Boulevard lamps, 161 mail pickup set, and 214
girder bridge. 214 looks C6. 76 and 161 look C9-10. 76 OB has torn/detached end flap, tears around cellophane display
window. 214 and 161 OB’s look C8-9.

907 Prewar Lionel O gauge No. 118 tunnel in original box, super clean C7-8. Box has an outer flap with inner clear tape repair
and a small tear/puncture to a corner. Box is super square and solid. Included is a sheet of original wrapping material.

908 Postwar Lionel O gauge 11530 5 unit diesel freight set in original box with 634 ATSF Santa Fe NW-2 diesel switcher,
6142 gondola with two white canisters, 6014 Frisco boxcar, unnumbered gray flatcar with two orange cable reels, and 6130
ATSF Santa Fe work caboose. Loco has box rub on roof, otherwise set looks unrun C9-10. 027 track is bundled with
original wire clips, 1103-40 factory sealed components envelope, instructions sheet, catalog, warranty card, order form, and
service station pamphlet. Box is slightly darker, otherwise C9 in shape.

909 Prewar Lionel O gauge No. 106 Bridge in original box, span and two approaches, beautiful C6+. At some time, someone
has filled the pin gap when this is assembled with what appears to be simple solder, which looks to be removable by
pulling the pins. Box looks C8 area with a little light wear around flap edges.

910 Postwar Lionel O gauge 151 automatic semaphore with components in envelope and insert, 214 girder bridge, and 262
highway crossing gate with components in envelope and insert. 151 looks C6-7, 214 and 262 look C9-10. Boxes look C8
-9.

911 Postwar Lionel O gauge 60 blue lettered trolley with one piece bumpers. 3360 operating Burro crane with hairline at
screw. Trains are C6.

912 Prewar Lionel O gauge four wheel gondolas, 901 Pennsylvania, 901 Lake Shore, and unnumbered Lake Shore with
restored chassis. Trains look C6.

913 Postwar Lionel O gauge 685 steam locomotive with smoke chamber and 6026 tender with whistle, in original boxes. Loco
looks C7+, tender looks C8-9. Loco box has torn and detached end flap, tender box is missing tuck flap. Boxes are clean,
very square, and very solid.

914 Prewar Lionel O gauge No. 071 O gauge telegraph post set in original box with divider/insert. Couple poles have minor
very light surface rust starting to form, otherwise nice clean C6 area. Box lid has a split corner and some staining,
otherwise very square and quite solid.

915 Lionel postwar O gauge 213 Minneapolis and St. Louis Alco AA units. Both look great C7 but do have a hairline on the
lower part of each pilot.

916 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2353 Santa Fe F3 diesel A units, C6. Dummy unit has mild battery damage to chassis/frame.
917 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 19253 1964 Promotional Outfit containing 1062 steam loco and unnumbered slopeback
tender, unnumbered/undecorated flatcar w/bridge girder, and unnumbered/undecorated red caboose, trains look C7.
Original paper literature, type 1026 25 watts transformer (cord is replaced with cut plug), 027 track included. Set box
looks C8-9.

918 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 711 One Pair Remote Control Switches for Tubular Wide-Radius Track in original box with
insert and controllers in OB. Right hand turnout switch has shortened straight through track/rails. One controller has been
repaired. Switches otherwise look C6. Box was opened from bottom. Box is very square and solid with no torn or
missing flaps.
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919 Modern era O gauge boxcars in original boxes, 9 total. 46 Milwaukee Road, 67 Minneapolis & St. Louis, two 71 R.E.A.
reefers, 47 Rock Island, 33 Wabash, 54 Santa Fe red, 55 Rock Island silver, and 80 CNW brown, C8-10 some may be
unrun. A couple boxes have torn and missing inner flaps, some writing, otherwise clean, very square, and very solid.

920 Postwar Lionel O gauge 455 oil derrick and pumper in original box with four original barrels and Sunoco sign, C7-8. Box
has pin point punctures to one end and some writing, otherwise C8 area in shape.

921 Postwar Lionel O gauge 282 Portal Gantry Crane operating accessory in original box with inserts, service stations
pamphlet, FORM NO. 633 (ALWAYS missing!), inspection slip, and factory sealed components envelope. Crane has
brittle and flaking wire to controller, otherwise crane looks unused (NOS) C9-10 with normal age oxidation on some metal.
Box looks C8 with a little darkening/staining.

922 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 2032 Erie Twin Diesel Locomotive A units in original box with center insert. Dummy unit
has missing rear steps and a marker light jewel/insert, trains otherwise look great C6+. Perfectly clean battery
compartment. Original inspection slip. Box is super square and solid, little black scuff on a side panel, otherwise C8-9 in
shape.

923 Postwar Lionel O gauge 415 diesel fueling station in original box with inserts, components in envelope, service stations
booklet, and inspection slip, C7. Box is 8+.

924 Postwar Lionel O gauge 193 industrial water tower with blinker light in original box with inserts, red and black
superstructure variations, C6. One dome is missing red insert. Two components envelopes, one empty and one factory
sealed. Accessories catalog included. Both original boxes look C7-8.

925 Postwar Lionel O gauge 11530 5 unit diesel freight set in original box with 634 ATSF Santa Fe NW-2 diesel switcher,
6142 gondola with two white canisters, 6014 Frisco boxcar, unnumbered gray flatcar with two orange cable reels, and 6130
ATSF Santa Fe work caboose. Set looks unrun C9-10. 027 track is bundled with original wire clips, instructions sheet,
catalog, warranty card, order form, and service station pamphlet. Box is slightly rippled, otherwise C7-8.

926 Prewar Lionel O gauge Flying Yankee articulated streamline diesel passenger train in original boxes, 616E powered unit,
two 617 coaches No. 616T vestibules, and 618 observation with No. 616T vestibule. Powered unit has old tiny touchups to
gray, otherwise trains look very clean and shiny C6 area. Boxes have minor wear to flaps, otherwise square and solid with
no torn or missing flaps.

927 Prewar Lionel O gauge No. 96 electric, remote control coal elevator hand operated conveyor, in original box with
instructions sheet, rubs to roof, otherwise C8-9. Box has some skinning to top flaps, otherwise looks C8-9.

928 Lionel prewar O gauge 116 station all original, C6-7
929 Unusual Lionel prewar O gauge boxed set NO. 276W. Includes very hard to find original set box with a great label,
however, does have some wear. Trains are 255E, 263WX tender, 613 Pullman, 614 observation and a 615 baggage.
Trains are completely original C6-7. Outstanding original boxes with inserts. Car boxes are correct with rubber stamp R
on ends but are missing flap on one end of each box.

930 Lionel prewar O gauge tunnel, original paint and Lionel sticker on underside. A few added pieces of greenery around
house. Small piece of cardboard cut out on base for a single track tie. C6-7

931 Lionel prewar O gauge 227 0-6-0 switcher. Tender is outstanding C8 with great lettering. Loco has a couple of minor
corrosion spots on trim. Otherwise, nicer C7+.

932 Lionel prewar O gauge 752E City of Portland set. Engine has several small holes drilled in the belly pan. Observation has
some warp in the belly pan. Missing one set of wheels. Original paint and lettering is C6, however, has flaws listed above.
Original boxes are complete.

933 Lionel prewar O gauge NO. 98 coal tipple. Silver, yellow and red painted areas are C6+. Black base is lower C6. Tough
OB has an uncut label and all flaps are intact.
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934 Lionel prewar O gauge NO. 1538 mechanical train set and OB. Windup loco is C6. Mickey Mouse stoker tender is C6.
1514, 1515 and 1517 freight cars are also C6. Nicer set box is overstamped 1538.

935 Lionel prewar O gauge set including 203 switcher, 2203B tender, 2755 gray Sunoco tank car, 2758 PRR boxcar and 2757
PRR caboose. Tender has been rewired and is missing one journal box cover and caboose is missing coupler box cover.
Otherwise, trains are C7 area.

936 Lionel prewar O gauge 260E loco, 260T tender, 810 crane, 812 gondola, 811 flatcar and an 817 caboose. Trains are all
original C6+ area. Missing a few minor trim pieces.

937 Lionel prewar O gauge 253, 607, 607, 608 set. Original paint is C5+. Loco has reverse. Missing three journal box covers
on loco. Engine box and 608 box are missing flaps on one end.

938 Lionel postwar O gauge 264 operating forklift set. Gorgeous OB, both sets of instruction sheets, packet, 6264 flatcar with
lumber, 264 forklift and base. C8. No insert.

939 Lionel prewar O gauge 262 loco, 262T, 831, 809 and 807. Trains are original C6-7, however, 831 is lower C6.
940 Lionel prewar standard gauge 10E loco in peacock with OB. Missing one headlight and rewheeled, C6. OB is nice but
missing one tuck flap.

941 Lionel prewar O gauge 2816 hopper in tougher black color. C7-8. OB is worn.
942 Lionel prewar O gauge 814R reefer car with aluminum frame, nickel journals and brass plates. C7. OB is nice on one end,
missing flaps on the other end.

943 Lionel prewar O gauge 071 telegraph post set. Posts are gorgeous C9-10. OB has minor tape but good label and insert.
944 Lionel prewar O gauge 2814R reefer car, all nickel trim, C7. OB is complete and square.
945 Lionel prewar standard gauge 19 and 190 passenger cars. Missing some trim. C5-6
946 Lionel prewar O gauge boxed set 1074W with set box and 1668E, 1689W, 1690, 1690 and 1691. Boxes have some wear.
Trains are nicer C7.

947 Lionel prewar O gauge 255E steam loco with 263W tender. Both are C6 area, the screw that holds the tender whistle in
place is missing and the steam chest on the engine has been replaced with a black original.

948 Lionel prewar O gauge 708 or 8976 full scale switcher and tender. The 701T tender is equipped with the original outside
third rail pick up, both are nice C7+.

949 Lionel postwar O gauge 463W set box only. This is the set box for the famed 1945 first postwar set. Normally this set box
is fairly beat up or written all over however the set box in this lot is amazing! All flaps are fully intact, outstanding perfect
label. Square. Very minor BOX 3 written on the top. If you have waited for a great box for your 463W set this is it!

950 Tough Lionel postwar O gauge 1945 original box only for 2466W tender, extremely square and crisp, small and old piece
of clear tape on one tuck flap. Very importantly for this box is that although most people think this box has two inserts it
does not- it has 3 and all three are included! As good as it gets for this box.

951 Another amazing original box! Lionel postwar O gauge 1945 box only for a 224. Absolutely the best example that I have
ever seen. Very square, all flaps fully intact with great color. This is a very hard box to find in any condition let alone
killer condition. Includes both correct original inserts.

952 Lionel postwar O gauge 224 steam engine and 2466W tender from set 463W in 1945. Both are correct and original for
1945, loco is lower C7, tender is C7.

953 Lionel postwar O gauge X2458 Pennsylvania boxcar, 1945 car has great graphics, C8. OB is a brick, all flaps intact.
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954 Lionel postwar O gauge 1945 2457 PRR caboose, 2452 PRR gondola and a 2755 Sunoco tank car. Overall the cars are
matching C7, the tank car does have some flaking on one decal and a small ding in the tank. 2452 box is missing a tuck
flap, 2555 box is complete but creased on one side, 2457 OB is worn. Included in the lot is the RCS track section in OB
and the 167 whistle controller in OB with insert and inst. sheet. These are all components from set 463W.

955 Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale freight set with 226E that is the variation with Lionel Lines plates, 2226WX die cast
tender, X2954 Pennsylvania boxcar, 2955 Shell tank car, 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hopper car and a 2957 New York
Central caboose. Trains are all nice C7.

956 Lionel postwar O gauge Electronic Set including 671 steam turbine, 4671 tender, 5459 dump car, 4452 gondola, X4454
boxcar and a 4357 caboose. All original set is C6 area. Boxes are worn, missing boxcar and dump car box. Includes the
ECU unit.

957 Lionel prewar O gauge boxed 1054 JR set. Includes the loco and tender, 1677 gondola, 1680 Sunoco tank car and a 1682
Ives/Lionel caboose. The set box is outstanding with the original inserts including the insert for the engine and the
transformer. Trains are nicer C7.

958 Lionel prewar O gauge set including a 260E loco with 260T tender, 813 stock car, 814 boxcar, 815 tank car and 817
caboose. Mixed trim on loco and tender, brass trim on the cars with all copper journals. A few loose stanchions, nicer C6
-7. Includes the original box for the engine and the cars. OB for loco is complete, car boxes are not. No box for the 813 or
the tender.

959 Lionel prewar O gauge full scale freight cars including X714 Pennsylvania boxcar, 715 Shell tank car, 716 Baltimore and
Ohio hopper and a 717 New York Central caboose. Overall the trains are in the C6-7 area. The boxcar has one truck set
that has metal fatigue and has been glued. The caboose does not have original trucks, they have been replaced and one of
the rear wire railings is slightly bent in.

960 Unusual Lionel prewar O gauge 2955 semi scale Sunoco tank car. Looks nice C7, a few touch up spots on the dome.
Original decals. OB has all flaps and includes the original insert, some tape and corner wear.

961 Tough Lionel prewar O gauge 225E steam loco with the very hard to find die cast GRAY 2235W tender. Under a black
light the tender and engine both show all original paint as gray prewar paint is probably the most obvious under a black
light. Heat stamped lettering that is all original on tender is strong. Both are nice C7 area.

962 Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale freight cars including 2954 Pennsylvania boxcar, 2955 Shell tank car and a 2957 New
York Central caboose.

963 Lionel prewar O gauge set including 1662 switcher, 2203T slope back tender, 2677 gondola, 2679 Baby Ruth boxcar and a
2682 caboose. Engine has good marker lights but is missing one jewel. C7. Set box has all flaps and a good label but does
have edge wear. Interior boxes for 2203T, 2677 and 2682X are all worn.

964 Lionel prewar O gauge 2815 Shell tank car, 2817 caboose and a 3815 merchandise car. Tank is C5+, other two cars are
C6.

965 Lionel prewar O gauge 262 steam loco with 258T tender, 1717 gondola, 1719 boxcar and 1722 caboose. Loco pilot is
missing, rest of set is in the lower C6 area.

966 Lionel prewar O gauge set including 1664E steam, 2666W tender, 2679 Baby Ruth boxcar, 2677 gondola and 2672 tender.
Tender missing coupler box, nice set overall of C7.

967 Lionel prewar O gauge 1663 steam switcher and 2201T tender. Both are C6-7. The couplers and the tender trucks have
been converted to postwar. Wiring to from engine to tender is not original.

968 Lionel prewar O gauge set that includes a 265E steam locomotive in gray with 265W tender, 2654 Shell tank car, 2655
boxcar and a 2657 caboose. Engine has nice original roof casting. C7.

969 Lionel postwar O gauge 221 steam locomotive with 221W New York Central tender. C6.
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970 Lionel prewar O gauge set with 1666 steam loco, 1689W tender, 1679 Baby Ruth tender, 1680 Shell tank car and a 1682
tender. Tender has one missing tab that holds the shell on, rest of set is nice C7.

971 Lionel prewar O gauge 2812 orange gondola and 2817 stamped caboose. C7.
972 Lionel postwar O gauge boxed set 802 with a complete but darkened set box. The set includes a 2350 New Haven electric
with decal nose C7, 3650 searchlight car C6-7, 6430 flat with trailers C7-8, 6511 brown pipe car C8, 6464-425 New Haven
boxcar C7-8 and a 6427 porthole caboose C6 due to a couple of small paint loss spots on cupola. 2350, 6427, -425 and
6430 boxes are nice. 6511 and 3650 have some wear.

973 Large Lionel prewar O gauge all nickel train set including 260E steam loco, 263W tender, 810 crane, 811 gondola, 813
stock car, 814 boxcar, 815 Shell tank, 816 hopper, 820 searchlight and 817 caboose. Trains are C6-7. OB is included for
the 260E, 813 and 816 are all nice.

974 Lionel prewar O gauge set with 225 steam loco, 2235W tender, 3651 log dump car, 2653 black hopper car, 2656 stock car
and 2657 caboose. Trains are C6+.

975 Lionel prewar O gauge 238 Pennsylvania streamline steam loco, 2225W tender, 2653 black hopper, 2655 boxcar and a
2657 caboose. Hopper has light surface rust spots here and there, rest of trains are C6+.

976 Lionel prewar O gauge 226E steam locomotive with 2226WX tender and a 2817 stamped variation caboose.
977 Lionel prewar standard gauge 514 yellow and orange boxcar, missing one door otherwise C6+. 513 stock car, missing one
brake wheel, C7ish. 514 reefer is repainted to look C7.

978 Lionel prewar O gauge 1688E steam loco set with harder to find red streamline passenger cars. C5.
979 Lionel prewar standard gauge 211 flat car, C6.
980 Lionel prewar O gauge 201 steam switcher with 2201B tender, X2758 PRR auto boxcar, 2755 gray Sunoco tank car and a
2757X caboose. Loco looks nice C7 but has been renumbered and has a few touch ups. Tender is nice C7, wiring is not
original. 2758 is lower C6. 2755 gray Sunoco tank car has a solid C7 tank, frame has a slight warp and has been glue
repaired.

981 Lionel prewar O gauge 76 bell ringing shack, C6+, OB has two end flaps missing, includes the insert and 45N inst. sheet.
156 station platform is C7, OB is missing one inner flap, includes both inserts.

982 Lionel prewar O gauge boxed set 135W includes a complete set box with a good label, some edge wear. Trains included in
the set are a black 264E, 2225W tender, 2652 yellow gondola, 2654 Shell tank car and a 2657 red caboose. Good original
casting on loco cab. C6-7. Interior boxes have detached flaps and missing some flaps. Includes a C5-6 boxed 67 whistle
controller.

983 Uncataloged Lionel prewar O gauge set 7118CX with a set box that has all flaps and a good label but is worn. Trains
included in the set are 204 steam locomotive, 2689TX tender, 652 orange gondola, 3659 dump car and a 657 caboose.
Trains are C6-7. Three internal boxes are 3659X, 652 and 657- all three are very worn.

984 Lionel prewar O gauge 113 station, station looks nice C7 however the top of the base has been repainted. OB has a
missing inner flap, wear.

985 Lionel prewar O gauge 152 loco, two 820 boxcars and an 822 caboose. Engine has been painted over the original paint and
around the original lettering. Cars are C6 area.

986 Lionel prewar O gauge 252 loco with two 803 hoppers, 805 boxcar, 804 tank car, 806 stock car and an 807 caboose. C6
area. Worn OB for 807.

987 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars including 816 red hopper, 812 dark green gondola, 811 wine red flatcar and an 817
peacock caboose. 811 has a not original stake. C6-7. Mixed trim with copper journals.

Worn OB for 811 only.
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988 Lionel prewar O gauge 814R refrigerator car and 816 green hopper car. Both are nicer C7 area with brass trim and nickel
journals.

989 Lionel prewar O gauge 229 steam loco with 2689W tender, 2654 Shell tank car, 3659 dump car with worn OB, 2620
searchlight car and a 2679 Baby Ruth boxcar. Tank is missing box for coupler and one stanchion otherwise trains are C6
-7.

990 Two Lionel prewar O gauge 656 stock car variations. One is orange with stamped lettering, C8. The other is gray and red
with nickel plates and trim, C7. One OB is complete.

991 Lionel prewar O gauge 817 nickel trim caboose, C7, OB missing flaps on one end. 812 nickel trim gondola, missing box
on coupler, paint is C7, OB worn. 814 nickel trim boxcar, over all C7 but does have one light ding in roof, OB is complete
and square. 3811 dumping lumber car is C6, OB has tape and missing a tuck flap.

992 Lionel prewar O gauge nickel trim cars including a sliver 2811 flatcar missing a couple of stakes C6 that includes a worn
OB, 2812 gondola C6, 2816 Sunoco tank C7, a second 2812 that is C6 and a 2816 red hopper C7.

993 Lionel prewar O gauge nickel trim 816 hopper and 814 boxcar. Paint on both is nicer C6. Black metal parts of hopper
have some light surface rust.

994 Lionel prewar O gauge 2620 searchlight cars. One is gray searchlight variation, the other is silver. C6-7. One car has a
coupler box missing.

995 Lionel prewar O gauge including Lionel 1666 steam locomotive, 1689T, two 654 Sunoco tank cars, 804 Sunoco tank car,
656 gray stock car, 659 green dump car, 655 boxcar and a 657 caboose. C6-7.

996 Lionel prewar O gauge 262E steam loco and tender. Look C6+, some touch up on engine.
997 Lionel prewar O gauge 224E steam locomotive, 2224W die cast tender, 2654 Shell tank, 3652 black letter yellow gondola,
3651 dump car and a 2657 caboose. Trains are nice C7. Boxes are very worn.

998 Lionel prewar standard gauge 840 power station, this is a superbly restored station with a few repro parts. Looks great C8.
999 Lionel prewar O gauge 225E steam loco with 2245W die cast tender, 2660 crane car, 3652 yellow gondola, 1680 Sunoco
tank, 1679 Baby Ruth boxcar and a 1682 New York Central caboose. C6-7.

1000 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3656 stock yard with tougher yellow painted platform and orange gates. C6 area with some light
green over spray on the platform and base. See photos for best description.

1001 Unusual Lionel postwar O gauge 2338 Milwaukee Road GP, solid stripe variation. Nice original C7 area. The pick up
rollers need some attention as they are flipping straight down and not staying in track position. OB has all flaps but does
show some wear.

1002 Mint American Flyer S gauge No. 753 Mountain, Tunnel and Pass set. The tape is factory sealed. As good as it gets C10.
This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives. It was produced for A. Flyer by Warren
Paper.

1003 Lionel postwar O gauge unusual Golden Anniversary coaster 1900-1950. Bright graphics, C8.
1004 Rare Lionel postwar O gauge dealer master carton No. 123-60 Replacement Lamp Assortment. This is one of the much
harder to find bulb master cartons. All flaps are intact on the carton. Includes the following high grade inner cartons: Ten
No L432(G), Ten No. L432(R), Ten No. L1445, Ten No. L1447, Ten No. L57, Ten No. 216, Ten No. L191, Ten L191, Ten
No 19, Ten No. L51, Ten No. L53 and Ten No. L53. Twelve boxes total.

1005 MINT Built Rite Toy Village set No. 245 in OB. Incredibly bright graphics on the outer original box, as good as you can
possibly get. The contents are unused and mint but do have a couple small pieces that are loose due to age. This item is
directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.
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1006 Unusual Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-725 New Haven boxcar. This is the Black version, not the more common orange
version. Great lettering. Outstanding C8-9.

1007 Lionel prewar O gauge 435 power station, nice all original C7+.
1008 Mint Built Rite set No. 82 Mounted Gun in OB. The set was sealed in plastic at factory to preserve it. This item is directly
from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1009 Tough Lionel prewar O gauge 2814R rubber stamp variation refrigerator car. Car looks nice C7 but does have some touch
up. OB is worn.

1010 Rare and very cool Lionel postwar O gauge 1966 promotional packet. This is an item I have never seen complete but this
is one is complete and absolutely C10 mint. Includes the unmarked envelope, the packet folder entitled “There is Nothing
So Power as an Idea Whose Time Has Come”, Walt Disney Lionel promo sheet, comic book ad promo sheet, Where to
Buy promo sheet, To Help You Sell Merchandisers and Displays from Lionel catalog, 1966-7 approved stations sheet,
How To Sell Lionel Trains And Accessories booklet, The Hot Ones booklet and finally an Ad Mat catalog.

1011 Rare Lionel prewar O gauge green and silver 614 and 615 passenger cars. These two cars are probably sample colors, they
are definitely factory original green paint but unfortunately they are fairly scratched. As rare as it gets. The third 613 car
in the set is in the TCA museum. A nice gesture would be to buy these and donate them to the museum- hint, hint, to get
the set back together.

1012 Mint Built Rite set No. 84 Armored car in OB. The set was sealed in plastic at factory to preserve it. This item is directly
from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1013 Lionel postwar O gauge dealer master carton of 8 No. 40 Cable Reels. Includes 8 original gray cable reels with the original
tape that has the Lionel writing. The original master carton and insert are C9+. The reels are all fantastic with the
exception of one reel that has a chipped edge.

1014 Rare Lionel postwar O gauge master carton of 909 smoke fluid. The impossible to find master carton is complete with
strong graphics. The correct original insert as well as 12 full bottles of 909 smoke fluid.

1015 Rare Built Rite preproduction hand painted mock up box lid for the No. 8 house which can be seen in lot 1089. This is
really cool and hand painted original artwork that has a hand written critique on the back of the box lid with editing
directions for the eventual mass produced box lid. This is a one-of-a-kind piece. This item is directly from the Warren
Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1016 Unusual Lionel prewar O gauge yellow and brown 1700 Junior three car set. Set is all original C6.
1017 Mint Lionel postwar O gauge 6517 1966 TCA convention bay window caboose.
1018 Mint Built Rite No 29 Three Car Set. The set has amazingly bright graphics and still has the factory seal tape on the sides
so it has never been opened. This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1019 Unusual Lionel prewar 820 searchlight car with gray painted searchlight hoods. The car looks great, tabs show
disassembly at one time or another and has been rewired. C7.

1020 Lionel prewar O gauge 254 electric loco in green with orange hatch covers. All original C6 but the original wheels need to
be replaced.

1021 Lionel prewar O gauge 763E steam Hudson with 2226W tender. The engine is nice C6-7, needs a little cleaning. Missing
the marker jewels and one of the marker lights is slightly bent. Tender looks nice C7, does have minor touch up on one
side.

1022 Mint Built Rite Garage and Sales Room Set No. 15. Set has amazing graphics on the box. The interior pieces are unused,
unpunched and absolutely mint. The instruction sheet is included. This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company
Built Rite factory archives.
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1023 Rare Lionel prewar O gauge passenger cars 607, 607 and 608 in GREEN! Original paint cars are probably paint samples.
They do have some scratches but are as rare as you can get!

1024 Lionel prewar O gauge 1630, 1630 and 1631. Much harder variation with gray roofs and trim. Outstanding C7-8
condition.

1025 Lionel postwar O gauge 6414 autoloader with much harder to find darker yellow autos with gray bumpers. Autos are
original postwar autos with the correct flat with the number to the left. C7. OB is harder cello type box that has all flaps
intact, tear in cellophane.

1026 Mint Built Rite Farm Machinery Set No. 37. Again it has amazing graphics on the box with mint, unpunched contents.
This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1027 Three Lionel prewar O gauge 901 gondola variations. All three are different and high grade C7-8,
1028 Lionel prewar O gauge 254E green locomotive. More scarce variation with the E stamped on the door. Missing one
headlight and a coupler latch, original paint is C7+.

1029 Rare and Mint Built Rite Motor Set No. 98. This set includes six different vehicles, two accompanying trailers, a farm
tractor and three implements. There are wooden dowels that came with the set to be used as axles. Again it has amazing
graphics on the box with mint, unpunched contents. This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite
factory archives.

1030 Lionel prewar O gauge terra cotta and maroon 252E loco. Scarce version with the E stamped on the door. Original paint
has minor ding in roof, lower C6.

1031 Unusual Lionel prewar O gauge 817 caboose in all peacock with a red cupola. Brass trim with copper journals. C6+.
1032 Mint Built Rite Fort with Soldiers Set No. 252. The box is in great shape and is still factory sealed. Again it has amazing
graphics on the box. This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1033 Lionel postwar O gauge 773 Hudson from 1950 with 2426W die cast 12 wheel tender. Loco is C7+, tender is C8. 773X
loco box is C9+ with insert, wrap and inst. sheet. Tender box is correct two city box with insert and wrap- all flaps intact
with some light edge wear and writing.

1034 Lionel postwar O gauge 6416 boat loader car with original boats. High grade C8+. OB is C7 with minor tape, all flaps
intact.

1035 Mint Built Rite Army Raiders Victory Unit Set No. 50. Mint unpunched contents in a gorgeous box that has broken
factory seals. Again it has amazing graphics on the box with mint contents. This item is directly from the Warren Paper
Company Built Rite factory archives.

1036 Lionel postwar O gauge 55 Tie Jector car, very faint test run, C8-9. Includes the packet, ties, unused lube tube, instruction
sheet, both inserts, two track trips and a brick OB

1037 Lionel postwar O gauge 51 Navy Yard switcher with good struts, C7+. OB is complete, very square with insert and
instruction sheet.

1038 Mint Built Rite Army Outpost and Toy Fort Sets No. 22 and 25. The Outpost set has a re-taped factory seal on one side
with very old tape and the Fort has original factory seals intact. Again these have amazing graphics on the boxes. These
items are directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1039 Lionel postwar O gauge 60 trolley with very strong black lettering, no roof vents, C8. OB has all flaps intact and although
it is not shown in the photo it includes the correct original insert and instruction sheet.

1040 Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale 2955 tank car, harder Sunoco variation, nicer C7-8. Includes OB that has minor tape,
missing two inner flaps. Includes insert and original wrap.
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1041 Rare and Mint Built Rite Guardsman Set No. 201. The set box was never factory sealed but includes beautiful mint,
unpunched contents in a very nice box with minor edge wear. Again it has amazing graphics on the box with mint
contents. This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1042 Lionel postwar O gauge 68 inspection car, light run time, fantastic red and cream paint, a couple of minor rubs on chrome
bumpers otherwise C8. OB has all flaps, one side has written in marker THIS SIDE UP, includes the insert and the
instruction sheet.

1043 Lionel postwar O gauge 51 Navy Yard switcher original box only. Brick box is bright with all flaps intact. Includes the
insert and instruction sheet. Just waiting for your gorgeous train!

1044 Mint Built Rite Fort and Toy Fort Sets No. 16 and 257. The Fort was never factory sealed but the box is as good as it gets
with mint unpunched contents. The Toy Fort has mint unpunched contents but the factory seals have both been broken and
the box bottom is crushed on one corner. This set includes soldiers and trenches whereas the No. 25 Toy Fort set does not.
Again these have amazing graphics on the boxes. These items are directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite
factory archives.

1045 Lionel postwar O gauge 6572 Railway Express Agency car, unrun, C9-10. OB is a brick!
1046 Lionel postwar O gauge 6736 Detroit and Mackinac hopper, unrun, bright graphics, C9-10. OB is very high grade perf
type.

1047 Mint Built Rite Army Trench, Armored Car and Mounted Gun Sets No. 14, 82 and 84. All three sets are still factory sealed
with Built Rite tape on two sides. Again these have amazing graphics on the boxes. These items are directly from the
Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1048 Lionel postwar O gauge 6361 log car and 6405 flatcar with yellow trailer van. All loads are original. C8. 6361 OB is perf
variation and is very high grade. 6405 OB is also very nice with all flaps intact.

1049 Wow! Lionel prewar standard gauge Brown State set! This set includes 408 electric loco, 412 California, 413 Colorado,
414 Illinois and 416 New York. This is a strong Brown State set, much better than most you see. Using a black light the
408E, 413 and 414 are 100% original. The 408E even has original wheels. The 416 has a few touch ups on the body and
the 412 has touch ups on the roof. Set is a very solid C6-7, many would call a higher grade but right on the edge of C7
sooo... Nice set.

1050 Built Rite Guardsmen Set No. 201 with mint unpunched contents with instruction sheet. The box has two blown-out
corners but still looks nice. Again this has amazing graphics on the box. This item is directly from the Warren Paper
Company Built Rite factory archives.

1051 Lionel postwar O gauge dealer service station 5D Test Set. Very nice C7-8 condition. Includes the pages from the service
station manual.

1052 Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale 2954 Pennsylvania boxcar, no cracks or warping, C7-8. OB has all flaps, however one
of inner flaps is detached. Includes the insert and wrap.

1053 Rare unpunched Built-Rite Buck Rogers Combat Game, Set No. 110 in a worn original box. The box lid has three sides
detached and parts of those three sides are still here to make a total of three complete sides and one partial side. The box
bottom is missing a7 inch long section from one side. The contents are 100% complete and mainly unpunched including a
beautiful instruction sheet. A few of the pieces have come loose from age but overall it will be hard to find a nicer one out
there. This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1054 Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale 2955 Shell tank car C7-8. OB has some tape and is missing a couple of inner flaps.
Includes wrap.

1055 Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale 2955 Baltimore and Ohio hopper car, C7-8. OB has tape on a couple of flaps but all
flaps are present, includes wrap.
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1056 Rare factory mock-up / prototype for an unnumbered Stock farm. Greenhill is a small town West of Lafayette, IN and
could very well have been the inspiration for this set. There is a partial set of bakelite animals included with this set that
are unconfirmed as being Built-Rite products but nonetheless came in a shrink wrapped box directly from the old
warehouse. There are no instructions and it is not certain whether all of the pieces are here or not but there are a lot of
pieces that were all hand cut. This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1057 Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale 2955 Shell tank car, variation with postwar trucks, C7+. OB missing some flaps,
includes insert.

1058 Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale cars including a 2955 PRR boxcar that has a great C7+ body but someone has installed
scale trucks. Two 2954 Shell tank cars with postwar trucks, C7+. 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hopper with postwar trucks,
C7+. 2957 caboose that looks nice but someone tried to repaint over the original lettering with 717K markings.

1059 Rare Built Rite preproduction hand painted mock up box lid for the No. 19? Railroad Station. This is really cool, hand
painted original artwork that has a hand written critique on the back of the box lid with editing directions for the eventual
mass produced box lid. This is a one-of-a-kind piece. This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite
factory archives.

1060 Mint Lionel postwar O gauge 6827 Harnischfeger power shovel car, mint and unrun flatcar, light yellow shovel variation is
absolutely mint in original wrap with the booklet and instruction sheet, C10. Both boxes are very high grade and complete.

1061 Mint Lionel postwar O gauge 6828 Harnischfeger truck crane car, flat is unrun, absolutely mint light yellow crane, C10.
Includes super high grade original boxes with a full packet, instructions and the booklet.

1062 Rare Built Rite preproduction hand painted mock up box lid for the No. 34 House Set. This is really cool, hand painted
original artwork that has a hand written critique on the back of the box lid with editing directions for the eventual mass
produced box lid. This is a one-of-a-kind piece. This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory
archives.

1063 Lionel postwar O gauge 6816 flatcar with original and unbroken dark orange bull dozer. Flat is unrun, C9-10. OB has
some store writing on one end, missing one inner flap, perf intact but missing half circle part.

1064 Mint Lionel postwar O gauge 6817 flatcar with original and unbroken scraper. Scraper is the harder wire windshield
variation. C9-10. OB is complete and high grade but has had minor moisture at one time.

1065 Rare Built Rite preproduction hand painted mock up box lid for the No. 33 House Set. This is really cool, hand painted
original artwork that has a hand written critique on the back of the box lid with editing directions for the eventual mass
produced box lid. This is a one-of-a-kind piece. This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory
archives.

1066 Lionel postwar O gauge 3435 operating aquarium car, yellow rubber stamp variation. A few very, very minor nicks on
ladders and raised areas so C7. OB is complete, light corner wear, nice box. Includes the instruction sheet.

1067 Unrun Lionel postwar O gauge black and gold 2331 Virginian FM, it does have the usual screw cracks so graded C8 but is
still one of the nicest I have seen. OB is 2331B with all flaps, minor moisture discoloration on one end, includes the insert,
original wrap and instruction sheet.

1068 Rare Built Rite preproduction hand painted mock up box lid for the No. 9 House Set. This is really cool, hand painted
original artwork that has a hand written critique on the back of the box lid with editing directions for the eventual mass
produced box lid. This is a one-of-a-kind piece. This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory
archives.

1069 Lionel postwar O gauge 6828-100 Harnischfeger truck crane, light yellow variation. The truck crane is unused however
one of the little tabs that hold the base of the boom in place is broken but is present. Includes all the correct original parts,
packet, instruction sheet and booklet. OB is high grade and complete.
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1070 Nice Lionel postwar O gauge Girl’s train set including 2037-500 loco, 1130T-500 tender, 6436-500 Lehigh Valley
hopper,6462-500 New York Central gondola, 6464-510 New York Central Pacemaker boxcar, 6464-515 The Katy MKT
boxcar and a 6427-500 Pennsylvania caboose. This is a very solid, completely original Girl’s train set. Very high C7 and
into solid C8 territory. Nice set.

1071 Rare Built Rite preproduction hand painted mock up box lid for the No. 18 Airport Set. This is really cool, hand painted
original artwork that has a hand written critique on the back of the box lid with editing directions for the eventual mass
produced box lid. This is a one-of-a-kind piece. This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory
archives.

1072 Lionel postwar O gauge aluminum 2530 small door baggage, 2531 Silver Dawn, 2533 Silver Cloud Pullman and 2534
Silver Bluff Pullman. Cars are all matching round rivet plate variation cars, C7 area.

1073 Incredible Lionel 2345 Western Pacific F3 AA units. Very shiny and bright original silver, great decals. Extremely light
run time. The units look C8-9, but do have a couple of extremely minor rubs on top of roof fans and the front of one of the
units has a very slender stripe of glue from the headlight to the base- I checked and it is not a crack repair but a glue glue
drip from something as I took the shell off and checked. These engines are gorgeous and the above comments are being
very picky. POB is very high grade with original insert and wrap. TOB has all flaps, minor tape, original insert and wrap.
Outstanding original master carton.

1074 Rare Built Rite preproduction hand built mock up 1 1/2 Story English House with peaked Roof (Red and Green) with an
unidentified set number. This is really cool, hand painted but machine cut original artwork. The set is in a plain black box
with the base inside. This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1075 Rare Lionel postwar O gauge factory production sample lot that includes a black molded 6828 body with all the markings
appropriate to a sample item, the boom with a production sample tag, 6828-110 boom tie rods with sample tag, the large
packet for the black molded body that has all the writing on it INCLUDING saying it calls for yellow #65 for productionthis is very cool. Lot also includes sample packet with BLACK 6828-116 outrigger cones, sample packet of 6828-119
tires, sample packet of 6828-121 axle, sample packet 6828-123 axle, sample packet 6828-140 shaft, sample packet 6828
-122 hubs, 6828-104 sample packet with door, 6828-120 sample packet of rear tire hubs and sample packet with black
6828-131 RH and 6828-143 LH rear doors. This is an amazing lot of original Lionel postwar produced items in colors that
are sample only with absolute 100% documentation.

1076 Brick Lionel postwar O gauge 6427-500 original box only for the Girl’s Train set caboose. All flaps intact and very
square. High grade box.

1077 Rare Built Rite preproduction hand built mock up 1 1/2 Story English House with Sloping Roof (Pink and Green) with an
unidentified set number. This is really cool, hand painted but machine cut original artwork. The set is in a plain black box
with the base inside. This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1078 Unusual Lionel postwar O gauge 1130T original box only, much more unusual perforated type box. All complete with no
writing, very minor creasing on end flaps. Included in the lot is a high grade 2037 box and not so high grade 6436-25
hopper box and a 6562-25 canister box.

1079 Lionel postwar O gauge original boxes only including a 6464-510 box for the Girls train box car. This box is complete but
does have some masking tape on it. 6464-515 box is a box that was originally a -510 box but was factory overstamped for
a -500 THEN someone tried to erase out the -500 but it did not work real well.

1080 Rare Built Rite preproduction hand built mock up 1 1/2 Story English House (Yellow and Blue) with an unidentified set
number. This is really cool, hand painted but machine cut original artwork. The set is in a plain black box with the base
inside. This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1081 Lionel prewar O gauge 2623 Manhattan passenger car, unbroken original steps, very nice all original C7-8 car. The OB
has no insert but is high grade with all flaps intact. Correct with M stamped on flaps.
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1082 Unusual Lionel prewar O gauge 2623 Irvington passenger car, good original steps and paint, quite nice car is C8 area.
Tougher original box is stamped 2623-I and is a corrugated box verses the more common orange box. No insert. Box is
very high grade.

1083 Rare mint sealed Built Rite Army Hangar set No. 7. The box is in fantastic shape with two perfect factory seals. The
contents are likely still unpunched. Again this has amazing graphics on the box. This is directly from the Warren Paper
Company Built Rite factory archives.

1084 Lionel prewar O gauge 2623 Manhattan passenger car, nice C7-8 original paint. Two steps are broken off but included.
The original box has the insert, all flaps but one end flap is detached.

1085 Lionel prewar standard gauge black 400E steam loco with copper and brass trim and 400W tender in OBs. The black
tender has a factory whistle which makes it very unusual. The tender has brass and copper trim and brass journals. The loco
has a toggle switch which has been installed in the inside rear of cab. We are unable to determine by who or when this
switch was installed. The paint on loco frame has some crazing in the paint, but the frame is solid and straight. Both loco
and tender have light run time and have very clean paint and trim with a few minor touch up areas that may be factory since
they do not show up under a black light, C8. Pilot wheels are original but have some deterioration starting. The OBs are
very high grade with all flaps attached. The loco OB has original insert with two additional unusual packing inserts. All
boxes and inserts are crisp and square, C8. This 400E steam locomotive came from the same estate of the Lionel 20th
Century Limited State set that Stout Auctions sold for a world record price of $253,000.00 in September of 2006.

1086 Mint Built Rite Toy Garage set No. 28. The box is in fantastic shape with two perfect factory seals. The contents are mint,
unpunched and beautiful with original instructions. Again this has amazing graphics on the box. This is directly from the
Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1087 Incredible Lionel prewar standard gauge gun metal 392E steam loco and 392W tender in OBs. The loco has nickel trim and
black wheels. The tender has nickel trim and journals. The paint on this loco and tender is outstanding, C8-9. Both OBs are
sealed on one end and are high grade with crisp printing, C9.

1088 Outstanding Lionel prewar standard gauge 219 crane in peacock and green. Brass trim with nickel journals. Hook is
original. High grade C8-9. OB is complete and correctly marked.

1089 Mint Built Rite Doll House, Toy House and Garage, Sets Nos 7, 8 and 10. The boxes are in fantastic shape with mint
unpunched contents and instructions. Again these have amazing graphics on the boxes. This lot is directly from the
Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1090 Lionel prewar standard gauge 219 crane, all nickel trim, cream body with red rood and original boom. Nicer C6-7. OB
has all flaps, some water discoloration and corner tape missing.

1091 Lionel prewar standard gauge 219 crane, all nickel trim, yellow with red rood variation, original hook, nice C7 area. OB
has all flaps.

1092 Mint Built Rite Doll House Set No. 204F The box is in fantastic shape with one seal still intact. The contents are mint and
unpunched with instructions. Again this has amazing graphics on the box. This is directly from the Warren Paper
Company Built Rite factory archives.

1093 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-75 Rock Island boxcar, type IV body with bright gold lettering, unrun, C9-10. OB is square
and complete, price written on one end.

1094 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-200 Pennsylvania boxcar, type IV body, unrun, C9-10. OB is complete and square.
1095 Built Rite Doll House Set No. 35. The box is in great shape with minor shelf wear The contents are mint and unpunched
with instructions. Again, this has amazing graphics on the box. This is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built
Rite factory archives.

1096 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-125 New York Central boxcar, type IIa body rubber stamp variation, C8. OB is complete
and square, tuck flap is loose on one end.
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1097 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-225 Southern Pacific boxcar, type IIa body, C7-8. OB is complete and nice, minor creasing
on one corner.

1098 Mint Built Rite Furnished Doll House Set No. 35. The box is in fantastic shape but neither seal is intact. The contents are
mint and unpunched with instructions. Again this has amazing graphics on the box. This is directly from the Warren Paper
Company Built Rite factory archives.

1099 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-1 Western Pacific boxcar, really nice silver and lettering, C8. Type I body. C8. OB has
tape on one tuck flap, missing a coupler protection flap.

1100 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-475 Boston and Maine boxcar, unpainted type IV body, C8. OB is square and complete,
minor price tag skinning on corner of one end flap.

1101 Built Rite Doll House Construction and Activity Set No. 1033. The box is in nice shape with a crease on the lid and a split
on one side. The contents are mint and mostly unpunched with instructions. Again this has amazing graphics on the box.
This is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1102 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-500 Timken boxcar, type IV body, unrun, very high grade C9-10. OB is a brick!
1103 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-400 Baltimore and Ohio boxcar, no built date type IV body variation, unrun, C9. OB is
square and complete, tuck flap is starting to get a little loose but still a very nice box.

1104 Mint Built Rite Play Time Doll House Set No. 28. The box is in nice shape but was never factory sealed. The contents are
mint and unpunched with instructions. Again this has amazing graphics on the box. This is directly from the Warren Paper
Company Built Rite factory archives.

1105 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-700 Santa Fe boxcar, type IV body, light run time, C7+. OB is complete but does show
some wear.

1106 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-650 Rio Grande boxcar, type IV body, unrun, C9. OB is complete and square, has clear tape
on the glued edge and minor pencil writing one end.

1107 Rare mint Built Rite Doll House Set No. 36S. This was made specifically for sale through the Alden mail order catalog
and was number 7119 in their catalog. The box is in fantastic shape but was never factory sealed. The contents are mint
and unpunched with instructions. This is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1108 Two Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-725 New Haven boxcars, C8. Both boxes have very minor writing, one is missing a
tuck flap.

1109 Unrun Lionel 6464-375 Central of Georgia boxcar, type IV body, C8. OB complete, some light edge wear.
1110 Mint Built Rite Play Time Doll House Set No. 11 Style No. 4 and Toy Fence No. 3. The boxes are in fantastic shape but
were never factory sealed. The contents are mint and unpunched with instructions. Again these have amazing graphics on
the box. This is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1111 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-525 MStL boxcar, strong graphics, type IV body, C8. OB is complete and square.
1112 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-650 Rio Grande boxcar, type IV body, unrun metal trucks C9. OB is nice but is missing a
tuck flap, minor price writing.

1113 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-525 MStL boxcar, type IV body, unrun, high grade C9-10. OB has all flaps, very square,
one tuck flap has tape on the inside.

1114 Mint Built Rite Doll Houses Sets No. 114 and 120. The boxes are in fantastic shape but were never factory sealed. The
contents are mint and unpunched with instructions. Again these have amazing graphics on the boxes. These are directly
from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.
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1115 Tougher Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-475 dark blue Boston and Maine boxcar, type IV painted body, unrun metal trucks,
C9. OB has all flaps, square, tear in cello, tape on one flap from a tear.

1116 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-500 Timken boxcar, type IV body with unrun metal trucks, C9-10. OB is complete and high
grade.

1117 Rare Built Rite LIFE House No. 8 designed by Wallace K. Harrison and J. Andre Fouilhoux. The box is in rough shape
with pieces missing from sides of the lid and one corner of the base. The contents are largely unpunched and do include
blueprints / instructions. This is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1118 Very unusual Lionel hard bound spiral prewar dealer, executive or salesman catalog. These catalogs are really neat with
lots of color and being spiral bound they are made to last! C9.

1119 Wow! Really nice Lionel prewar standard gauge 1910 catalog measures 8 x 10. Very cool catalog for The Lionel Mfg.
Co. that is 100% original and in great condition.

1120 Mint Built Rite Doll House Furniture Set Nos. 45, 46, 47, 48 and 49. The boxes are in fantastic shape with sets 46, 47 and
49 still factory sealed while the other two are opened. The contents are mint and unpunched with instructions printed on
the excess card material. Again these have amazing graphics on the boxes. These are directly from the Warren Paper
Company Built Rite factory archives.

1121 Richart modern tinplate O gauge Milwaukee Road Bipolar Cascade electric locomotive. Loco is equipped with Ives style
latch couplers. Loco is C7+ with a clean body and a few paint chips on the pilot around the couplers.

1122 Lionel postwar O gauge dealer separate sale 6800-60 airplane, original postwar yellow over black variation plane is C8.
OB has all flaps, minor splitting at the joint of the tuck and end flap.

1123 Mint Built Rite Doll House Furniture Sets No. 75, 76, 77 and 78. The boxes are in fantastic shape but were never factory
sealed. The contents are mint and unpunched with instructions printed on the excess card material. Again these have
amazing graphics on the boxes. These are directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1124 Very unusual Lionel Ives prewar O gauge 1695, 1695, 1696 and 1697 passenger cars. Cars are original and nicer C6+.
1125 Unusual Lionel prewar O gauge 1701 coach, 1702 observation and 1703 front end coach in Rail Chief colors red and
maroon. Original lower C6.

1126 Built Rite Dolly’s Roomette Set No. 47 and Play Room Set (Dining Room) No. 52 and (Kitchen) No. 53 . Both sets have
boxes that show considerable wear and staining but the contents are mint and unused with instructions. Again these have
great graphics on the boxes. These are directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1127 Lionel prewar OO gauge semi scale two rail Hudson and tender 004 locomotive with 004W tender. Both are outstanding
original C8. Engine OB is missing flaps on one end but does have the hard to find insert and wrap. Tender OB is missing
one inner flap, includes the insert and the wrap also.

1128 High grade Lionel postwar O gauge original box only for 2332 Pennsylvania GG1. Gair Bogota manufacture, original tape
sealed on one end with original insert. High grade C9.

1129 Mint Built Rite Train Accessory Set No. 8. The box is in great shape and still has one factory seal intact. The contents are
mint and unpunched which includes buildings, girder bridge, signal bridge and billboards. This is directly from the Warren
Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1130 Lionel original boxes only for postwar O gauge 773 Hudson and 736W tender. Both are complete with all flaps intact.
Original insert for 773 box. Some writing and skinning on 773 box. Tender box has a puncture hole in one side.

1131 Lionel postwar O gauge 2360 dual motor Pennsylvania GG1. This is the version with decal letters and number and a
painted stripe. 90% of the engine looks nice C7-8 but it does have some blemish to the left of the 2360 in one corner.
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1132 Mint Built Rite Railroad Accessory Set No.111. The box is in great shape and is still factory sealed. The contents are
presumably mint and unpunched with instructions. Again this has amazing graphics on the box. This is directly from the
Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1133 Unusual Lionel postwar super O dealer carton of 6 No 49 insulated curve tracks with the packet of 6 No. 31-7 power blade
connectors. The carton has some clear tape but is complete, harder glossy orange variation.

1134 Lionel postwar O gauge 156 station platform. Fence is unbroken with Rival, Sunoco, Baby Ruth and Lionel Chemlab
billboards. C7+. OB has all flaps, label variation. No insert.

1135 Mint Built Rite Railroad Tunnel Set No.20. The box is in decent shape with some damage to the lid but was never factory
sealed. The contents are mint and unpunched with instructions. Again this has amazing graphics on the box. This is
directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1136 Lionel prewar O gauge orange and gray streamliner 1700, two 1701 coaches and a 1702 observation. All original C6.
1137 Mint Built Rite Train Scenery Set No.128. The box is in great shape and is still sealed on one side. The contents are
largely mint and unpunched with instructions but some of the thinner pieces have separated from age. Again this has
amazing graphics on the box. This is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1138 Lionel postwar O gauge 2360 dual motor Pennsylvania GG1, variation with decal lettering and numbering and a painted
solid stripe. Needs a light clean, C7.

1139 Three Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-300 Rutland boxcars. All three are type IIa bodies, first panel R rubber stamp
versions. C7+

1140 Rare Mint Built Rite Railroad Accessory Set No. 35R5253 which was made specifically for sale through the Spiegel mail
order catalog. We can only assume its contents but it could be similar to set No 128 or 375. The box is in great shape and
is still factory sealed. The contents are presumably mint and unpunched with instructions. This is directly from the Warren
Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1141 Lionel prewar standard gauge 213 stock car, terra cotta body with green roof, brass trim with nickel journals. Overall
really high grade car in C8 area condition with the exception of a couple of minor chipping areas on the roof edge.

1142 Lionel prewar standard gauge 219 crane car with brass trim and nickel journals. Needs restrung but does include the
original hook. C6+.

1143 Rare Mint Built Rite Railroad Accessory Set No. 35R5250 which was made specifically for sale through the Spiegel mail
order catalog. The contents are similar to sets No. 128 or 375. The box has some tape repairs on two corners but nice
shape otherwise. The contents are largely mint and unpunched with instructions. This is directly from the Warren Paper
Company Built Rite factory archives.

1144 Postwar Lionel O gauge 264 operating fork lift in original box with insert, unrun C9-10.
1145 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories in original boxes, 153 w/instructions, two 154 w/components in envelopes, 214 and
314. Accessories look or should clean C6. Boxes have some detached, tape repaired or missing flaps, otherwise square
and solid.

1146 Mint Built Rite Railroad Accessory Set No. 210. The box is in fantastic shape with minor edge wear to the lid. The
contents are mint and largely unpunched with instructions. Again this has amazing graphics on the box. This is directly
from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1147 Postwar Lionel O gauge Type ZW 275 watts transformer with brittle original cord, C6. Box is missing a bottom inner flap
with wide masking tape repairs. Transformer has the City of Los Angeles APPROVED sticker on underside of clean base.

1148 Postwar Lionel O gauge 022 remote control switches in original boxes, two have inserts, all have controllers, C6. Boxes
look C7-8.
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1149 Built Rite Farm and Elevator Set No.57M. The box is in decent shape with some damage to the edges of the lid but is still
factory sealed. Again this has amazing graphics on the box. This is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite
factory archives.

1150 Postwar Lionel O gauge searchlight cars, three 3620 and two 6520 with variations, should clean C6-7.
1151 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories in original boxes with some components, 140, 151, two 153, 214, and 314.
Accessories look C6 to C9-10 unused. One 153 looks unused, but needs wire reattached to post. 314 box is moderately
worn, rest are very square and solid.

1152 Built Rite Railroad Accessory Set No. 375. The box is in nice shape but the graphics are faded from exposure to light. The
contents are mint and largely unpunched with instructions. This is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite
factory archives.

1153 Postwar Lionel O gauge stations in original boxes with some inserts and some components. Two 257 stations with horn
and 356 freight station, should clean C7-8. Boxes have some light wear, fading, etc. otherwise square and solid.

1154 Postwar Lionel O gauge Type ZW 275 watts transformer, Model (R) in original box, C6 with brittle original cord. Box is
missing top insert, very square and solid with a little very light wear to top flaps, C8. Instructions sheet and inspection slip
included.

1155 Mint Built Rite Factory prepackaged Christmas Gifts. These are from the early 1940’s. The two medium size boxes are
still sealed on the sides while the large box never had factory seals and the small box has seals that have come unglued over
time. The large set is an unpunched No. 14 soldier and trench set and the small box is a dollhouse furniture set that is also
unpunched. This item is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1156 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 50 gang car in original box with L shaped bumper mounts and side horn variations, C6
missing levers. Box looks C8 with inner tabs.

1157 Prewar Lionel O gauge No. 1663 steam switcher with 2201B bell ringing tender, nice C6. One tender tether wire is
missing the plug.

1158 Built Rite Flint Creek Stock Farm Construction & Activity Set No. 1027. The box is in great shape with very minor shelf
wear. The contents are mint and largely unpunched with instructions but incomplete as the cardboard animals are all
missing. This is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1159 Wow! Lionel postwar O gauge dealer display layout No. 10. All original layout is really neat with the original
Kodachromes fully intact. The layout includes the accessories but no trains. As neat as it gets! C6+.

1160 Postwar Lionel O gauge 352 ice depot set in original box with components, C6-7. Underside of base is just barely starting
to oxidize/rust and will benefit from a cleaning. 6352 Pacific Fruit Express looks C7. Box looks C7. No insert.

1161 Built Rite barn and Animals Set No. 127 that also includes a tractor, wagon, plow and seeder. The box is in nice shape but
one long side has some damage on the lid and base that could be fixed. The contents are mint and largely unpunched. This
is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1162 Prewar Lionel O gauge 250-E steam locomotive and tender with 782 combine, 783 coach, and 784 observation with two
vestibules. The Milwaukee Road Hiawatha three unit passenger train looks restored C7-8.

1163 Prewar Lionel O gauge 152 New York Central Lines gray center cab electric locomotive, C6.
1164 Rare and MINT Built Rite Wards Stock Farm Set No. 1000 in original master shipping carton. The box is in fantastic
shape where the lid and base are both used as bases for the set. The contents are mint and unpunched with instructions as
well as having a separate pamphlet dated 1937. This is a very cool set with fantastic graphics and a LOT of pieces. This is
directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1165 Postwar Lionel O gauge 736 steam locomotive with unnumbered Pennsylvania whistle tender. Loco has a scuff spot on
top of boiler and a touchup/rum at a number, otherwise it would look more C7. Tender should clean to look C7-8.
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1166 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 50 gang car with side horn and U shaped bumper mount variations, in original box with
instructions sheet, rust on one wheel, otherwise C7. Box has some fading and pencil writing, C8-9.

1167 Built Rite Wards Modern Stock Farm Set No. 200. The box is in decent shape with loose corners and a small piece
missing from one side. The contents are largely mint and unpunched with instructions. Again, there are amazing graphics
on the box lid. This is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1168 Prewar Lionel O gauge No. 203 steam switcher with 2201T tender with backup light, C6. Loco has slightly bent cab
corners.

1169 Prewar Lionel O gauge Outfit No. 6236E for 027 track in original boxes, C6-7. Train boxes have tape repairs, set box is
missing an inner flap. 1689E streamline steam locomotive with 1689T tender, in gray paint. Two 1692 coaches and 1693
observation. Passenger cars are in two 1690 and a 1691 boxes. Partial Form No. 1067 E60X-1-8-37 instructions sheet.
1029 Lionel Junior transformer with replaced cord and broken control handle in OB and 1030 Lionel Junior whistle
controller and transformer with OTC in OB included.

1170 Rare and MINT Built Rite Wards Stock Farm Set No. 200 in original master shipping carton. The boxes are in fantastic
shape where the lids and bases are both used as bases for the set. The contents are mint and unpunched with instructions as
well as having a separate pamphlet dated 1939. This is a very cool set with fantastic graphics and a LOT of pieces
including five different boxes resulting in ten bases. The set includes a barn, silo, sheep shed, hog house, granary, chicken
house and brooder house as well as five different instruction sheets (one for each box). The buildings were all adapted
from plans of the Midwest Farm Building Plan Service and Purdue University. This is directly from the Warren Paper
Company Built Rite factory archives.

1171 Postwar Lionel O gauge 60 black lettered trolley in original box, C8. Box has shipping label from Lionel to Arizona
Hardware Company, C8.

1172 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3360 operating burro crane in original box with insert, 3360-125 track actuator, and instructions
sheet. Crane has typical hairline at front and rear screw, otherwise C7. Box looks C8 area.

1173 Rare and MINT Built Rite Wards Stock Farm Set that is unnumbered. The box is in nice shape where the lid and base are
both used as bases for the set. The lid does have some minor tape repair. The contents are mint and unpunched with
instructions. This is a very cool set with fantastic graphics and a LOT of pieces including rare bakelite animals inside a
die-cut cardboard tray. The animals in this set were carefully reproduced from prize winning 4-H Club stock. The quality
specifications taken from Purdue University Bulletins (D.A.E. Form 71 A.H.; D.A.E. Form 29; Agr. Ext. Form 15). This is
directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1174 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. B 154 automatic highway signal, electric train accessory in original picture framed blister
pack, C9-10.

1175 Prewar Lionel O gauge No. 121 station in original box, C6. Box has detached inner flap, square and solid with great
looking label.

1176 Rare and MINT Built Rite Farm Set that is numbered 195S on the box lid with Spiegel No. 35J5000, but the instruction
sheet which is correct for this set is numbered 119. The box is in nice shape with the bottom half for use as a base. The
lid does have some minor creases. The contents are mint and largely unpunched with instructions. This is a very cool set
with fantastic graphics and a LOT of pieces including many vehicles and farm equipment. This is directly from the Warren
Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1177 Prewar Lionel standard gauge/O gauge No. 94 high tension tower in original box. Couple small older touchups to red,
otherwise C7. Box looks C7-8 with some light wear at flap folds and some stains.

1178 Prewar Lionel standard gauge No. 155 illuminated freight shed in original box, C6-7. Box has a partially cut inner flap,
otherwise C7-8.
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1179 Mint Built Rite Nativity Set (unnumbered) and Bethlehem Manger set no. 19. Both set have nice looking boxes with mint
unpunched contents. The Nativity Set box has creases on the lid and minor damage to the base. The Bethlehem Manger
comes without figures or livestock while the Nativity Set has 15 figures. This is directly from the Warren Paper Company
Built Rite factory archives.

1180 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. B 140 automatic banjo signal in original blister pack, C9-10. Picture frame looks C9 area.
1181 Postwar Lionel O gauge passenger cars, 2625 Irvington, 2627 Madison, and 2628 Manhattan, C6.
1182 Built Rite Play-Time Doll House Set No. 12 Style No. 24. The set is mint and unpunched but no instruction sheet was
included for this set. The box lid has damage to one side where it is nearly detached from the lid. The base has slight
crushing but still unpunched and intact. Again, this has great graphics on the box lid. This is directly from the Warren
Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1183 Postwar Lionel O gauge B76 set of three Boulevard Street Lamps on blister card, lamps are C9-10. Card is worn with tape
repairs.

1184 Postwar Lionel O gauge B 151 automatic semaphore in original picture frame blister pack, C9-10. Picture frame looks C9.
1185 Built Rite Kitchen Set No. 66 in original box. The box lid and base both have creases and loose corners. The inner
contents are all mint and unpunched. This set makes an ice box, stove and sink. These pieces are rather large but display
well. Again, this has great graphics on the box lid. This is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory
archives.

1186 Lionel postwar O gauge 2360 GG1, decal lettering variation with a painted stripe, some touch up, will clean to look C7.
1187 Rare mint Built Rite Medlee board game, Set No. 205. This has seven different games inside (one for each day of the
week) including Games With Letters, Color Pitch, Circus Toss, Coast Defense, Duck on Rock, Puk a hockey game and Old
Time Shooting Gallery. The box looks great but there are two small pieces of surface paper missing. The contents are
mint and largely unpunched with instructions. Again, this has great graphics on the box lid. This is directly from the
Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1188 Lionel postwar O gauge 2340 Pennsylvania 5 stripe dual motor GG1. C6-7.
1189 Lionel postwar O gauge 2330 Pennsylvania dual motor green 5 stripe GG1. Nicer stripes. Will clean C7+.
1190 Built Rite Spinner Games including Ghost in the Haunted House Game, Down on the Farm Game, “SWISH” Basketball
Game and The Race of the Helicopters and Old-Time Shooting Gallery Set No. 63. The spinner games are all unpunched
with great graphics but the Helicopter game has rust on the spinner. The Shooting Gallery is mint and unpunched but
missing the rubber bands. Again, these have great graphics on the box lids. This is directly from the Warren Paper
Company Built Rite factory archives.

1191 Lionel prewar standard gauge 392 steam locomotive and 392W tender in gray. Good castings all the way around. Light
shelf dust, will clean nice C7.

1192 Lionel prewar O gauge or standard gauge 912 illuminated home plot. Very nice original C7+ condition, does have a
couple of very minor scratches on roof and a bit of paint loss at top of chimney. The box looks great on one end with the
label but is completely missing the other end.

1193 Three Built Rite Frisky Flippers child dexterity games, one Story Teller featuring Three Little Pigs and Old Mother
Hubbard and one Speller. These games are very hard to find yet like new. Again, this has great graphics on the box lid.
This is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1194 Postwar Lionel O gauge rare, B 1018 4 sections 027 straight track on blister card, C9-10. Card is missing lower corner of
card, creasing across top of card, C7-8.

1195 Postwar Lionel O gauge B 92 circuit breaker controller on original blister card, C9-10. Card has repaired corners, C7-8.
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1196 Mint Built Rite School Play with Flash Cards Set No. 4502. The set is unused, unpunched and in pristine condition.
Again, this has great graphics on the box lid. This is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1197 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. B1023 027 45 degree crossover on original blister card, C9-10. Card looks C8.
1198 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. BSP smoke pellets in original bottle on blister card, C9-10. Card looks C8.
1199 Built Rite items including two sets of interlocking checkers with boards, one factory shrink wrapped Checker Game Set
No. 2100, two No. 109 Checker Games with folding game boards (one still factory wrapped in paper and one factory
sealed Lotto game set. This is directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1200 Lionel postwar O gauge boxed set 13018 with a complete set box that does have some edge wear. Includes 616 ATSF,
6650 missile launch car with partial rocket, 3519 satellite launch car with original load, 6500 airplane car with original red
over white airplane, 6448 exploding boxcar and a 6017-235 ATSF caboose. Trains are nicer C7+ area, usual minor
hairline at the front of the switcher. The original boxes are mostly complete but do have a fair amount of clear tape. Also
includes instruction sheets for 6448, 6500, 3519, 6650 and 616.

1201 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. B6149 027 remote control uncoupling track on blister card, C9-10. Card is slightly rippled
C8.

1202 Built Rite circus and clown related games lot including Kiddies Fun Kit mint contents with slightly damaged box, three
Frisky Flippers dexterity games, four Hook-em ring catch games and two later mint unplayed games with factory shrink
wrapped contents. Fun House Game No. 858 and Fun at the Zoo game No. 856. Again, these have great graphics on the
box lids. These are directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1203 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. B 154 automatic highway signal on picture frame blister pack, C9-10. Picture frame has small
tear, otherwise C9 area.

1204 Lionel postwar O gauge 2360 Pennsylvania GG1, dual motor, green 5 stripe engine has nice stripes, one rub on lower front
edge can be seen in photo, C7.

1205 Three mint Built Rite board games with factory shrink wrapped contents. Teen Time No 861, Candy Store No 855 and
The Goodies game No 2106. Again, these have great graphics on the box lids and came directly from the Warren Paper
Company Built Rite factory archives.

1206 Postwar Lionel No. B925 tube of lubricant on blister card, C9-10. Blister has separation at bottom, some creasing on card,
C8.

1207 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. B260 illuminated bumper on creased blister card, C9-10. Card is C7 area.
1208 Two mint Built Rite board games with factory shrink wrapped contents. Race-O-Rama Game Chest with four exciting race
games No. 2002 and Jet Race Game No 862. Again, these have great graphics on the box lids and came directly from the
Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1209 Very tough Lionel postwar O gauge 2817 caboose in late red colors of the stamped variation but much harder to find nickel
plated. C6+.

1210 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. B6149 027 remote control uncoupling track on blister card, C9-10. Card looks C8 area.
1211 Six mint Built-Rite Sta-N-Place puzzles in their original boxes, all set No 59 but all different. The boxes are in fantastic
shape, clean and are all still factory sealed. Also included is one factory sealed Colporteur Puzzle made by the Review and
Herald Publishing Association which was a Built-rite competitor. Again, these have great graphics on the box lids and
came directly from the Warren Paper Company Built Rite factory archives.

1212 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars in original boxes. 3424 Wabash operating brakeman car w/components in 3424-100
OB, unrun C8. 3461 automatic lumber car with five logs, C6 with rust on deck. 3469 automatic dumping ore car missing
an end of car, w/160 bin, sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. 6419 Delaware, Lackawanna, and Western
wrecking car, C7. Boxes are very square and solid.
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1213 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2343C Santa Fe EMD F3b diesel locomotive in original box with insert and wrapping paper, much
better C6 area. Box is very square and solid with no torn or missing flaps.

1214 Prewar Lionel standard gauge No. 102 bridge in original box consisting of two spans and two center sections, much better
C6 area. Box looks C8 area.

1215 Prewar Lionel O/standard gauge No. 115 station with automatic train control in original box, C6. Box has chipping to label
and pencil writing to a side panel, otherwise C8.

1216 Postwar Lionel HO gauge boxed set, 10143/9877 with 0597 Northern Pacific GP diesel, turbo rocket launcher, 0865-250
Michigan Central gondola, 0301 Pennsylvania operating dump car, 0370 Western and Atlantic Wells Fargo operating
sheriff and outlaw car, 0366 automatic milk car, 0837 Minneapolis and Saint Louis caboose, C6-7. 0214 bridge, track,
operating platform for milk car, 0771-100 conversion kit, paper literature included. One unmarked empty car box
included. Set box looks C8.

1217 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 455 oil derrick and pumper. Pump arm has broken plunger mount, otherwise C7. Box has
staining and some wear to top flaps, very square and very solid box with nice bright label on one end and very clean and
bright label on other end.

1218 Postwar Lionel O gauge Outfit No. 2175W Santa Fe twin diesel O ga. freight train with horn, boxed set. Set consists of:
2343PXX and 2343T twin EMD F3a diesel locomotives, 6555 Sunoco tank, 6456 LV hopper, 3464 NYC boxcar, 6462
NYC gondola, and 6457 caboose. Locos are C6 with missing porthole lens, clean battery compartment. 6555 has light
flaking to decals, will easily clean high C6. Rest of trains look C7-8. Included are uncut billboard sheet, instructions
sheets, wooden barrels, lubricant, wire coils, CTC Lockon, etc. 2343T box has missing flaps on one end. 2343P S.F. XX
box has freckles all around, otherwise C9 in shape. Rest of train boxes are very square and very solid with a few missing
inner coupler protection flaps. Set box has some light wear at corners and edges, otherwise a very square and very solid set
box.

1219 Prewar Lionel standard gauge Outfit No. 377WX Standard Gauge Track, in original boxes. Set is comprised of: 1835E
steam locomotive, 1835W whistle tender, 512 gondola with wooden barrels, 515 Sunoco tank, and 517 caboose. Loco has
light casting fatigue to steam chests and touchups to frame. Tender has casting fatigue to sides. Tank car has a tiny bit of
rust at tank mounts, otherwise freight looks better C7 area. Car boxes have some detached flaps, otherwise very clean, very
bright, very square, and very solid boxes. Loco 1835E X and tender 1835W, boxes look C8-9. Curved and straight track,
Type T 100 watts transformer, ties, 67 whistle controller, instructions sheets, included. Set box has some packing tape on
bottom/lower portion. Box is otherwise very clean, very bright, very square, and very solid.

1220 Prewar Lionel O gauge, Outfit No. 299E for O gauge track, in original box. Set is comprised of 254 center cab electric
loco, 513 cattle car, 514 boxcar, and 517 caboose, very nice clean and shiny C6+. Car boxes have missing and tape
repaired flaps. Loco box is C8 area. Set box has older tape repaired lid corner and some older marker, otherwise very
square and very solid with quite nice top label. Loco has a missing pickup roller, and some casting fatigue to wheels.

1221 Prewar Lionel O gauge No. 1089E freight outfit for 027 track, in original boxes. 1666E steam locomotive with 2689T O
and 027 bronze bun metal tender, 2679 Pennsylvania Baby Ruth boxcar, 2680 Sunoco tank, and 2682 caboose, trains look
better C6+ area. Train boxes have some missing inner flaps, otherwise quite square and solid. Set box has surface wear to
label, otherwise quite square and solid.

1222 Prewar Lionel O gauge No. 290E O gauge freight train set in original boxes, set is comprised of: 259E steam locomotive
and 1689T tender in gun metal gray, 651 lumber car, 654 Sunoco tank, 657 caboose, and 659 dump car (box ONLY!),
trains are C6. Train boxes have detached and missing flaps. Inspection slip and lubricant slip included. Set box has some
wear to flaps, otherwise quite square and solid with bright and clean label.

1223 Prewar Lionel O gauge Outfit No. 266 for O gauge track, in original boxes. 254 Light Olive center cab electric locomotive
with brass, two X610 L. Olive Pullman coaches with red inserts, gold lettering, and nickel journal and air tank ends, and
matching X612 observation. One 610 and the 612 have tiny touchups to roofs, and loco has touchups to roof edges,
otherwise trains look C6-7. Car boxes have some missing flaps. Loco box looks C8. Set box looks C8-9.
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1224 Prewar Lionel O gauge No. 841W O gauge freight train outfit, in original boxes. Set is comprised of the following trains:
224E steam locomotive, 2224W whistle tender, 2812X gondola, 2654 Shell oil tank, and 2657 illuminated Pennsylvania
caboose. Loco needs whitish oxidation cleaned and some very light surface rust here and there, otherwise trains would all
look C7-8. RCS with controller and brittle wire, No. 167 whistle controller, tube of lubricant, three wire coils, and some
paper literature. Train boxes have detached and missing flaps. Set box has some creasing to top flaps and is age darkened,
C8 area in shape.

1225 Postwar Lionel O gauge Outfit No. 2213WS O Ga. freight train with whistle and smoke, in original boxes. Set consists of
the following trains: 736 steam locomotive, 2046W Lionel Lines whistle tender, 3520 operating searchlight car, 3461X
automatic lumber car, 3469 automatic dump car, 6460 operating work crane, and 6419 Delaware, Lackawanna, and
Western wrecking car. 6419 needs a tool box replaced, loco has a bent pilot flag holder, and tender has chipped shell and
cracked rear step. Trains otherwise look C7-8. Boxes have minor wear and tear around flaps, otherwise very square and
solid. Set box is very square and solid with no torn or missing flaps, much better C8+. Instructions sheets, inspection slips,
instructions booklet, uncut billboard sheet included.

1226 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2296W set box, empty box only. This is one of the most desirable sets Lionel ever made
consisting of: 2373P and 2373T Canadian Pacific EMD twin F3a diesel locos, three 2552 Skyline 500 vista domes, and
2551 Banff Park observation. Box has wear, tear, and tape repairs.

1227 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2553 Canadian Pacific Blair Manor Pullman passenger car, C6.
1228 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2551 Banff Park observation and three 2552 Skyline 500 vista dome passenger cars, C6. Boxes
have missing and torn flaps. Boxes are clean, square, and solid.

1229 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2373P and 2373T Canadian Pacific EMD F3a diesel locomotive original boxes and instructions
sheet, only. NO trains. P box has writing on a side panel, T box has a small thin puncture, otherwise boxes look C8-9.

1230 Lionel prewar O gauge 228 0-6-0 switcher with a 2228B tender. Both are outstanding C8+.
1231 Very hard to find Lionel prewar O gauge 233 0-6-0 switcher and a 2223B tender. Both look nice C7 area, the locomotive
has a slight upward ding on corner of roof and the wires from the tender are not original plus missing a plug connector.

1232 Rare Lionel prewar O gauge orange 2812 gondola with nickel plates, lower C6 area.
1233 Tough Lionel prewar O gauge 232 0-6-0 switcher with 2232B tender. Both are nice, graded C6 due to light mildew type
spots in paint that may be able to be rubbed out.

1234 Lionel prewar O gauge 261E O gauge black steam loco with 262T tender. Good original frame on loco. Both are stronger
C7+. Tender does have something inside it for weight, nothing drilled or screwed as it is loose. Tender box is really nice
and complete. Loco box is nice too but missing one flap on one end, includes the correct original insert.

1235 Lionel prewar OO gauge full scale 5342 Hudson and tender. Both are repainted. Tender has a switch installed onto the
deck and the trucks are not Lionel. Connector from tender to engine is missing. Sold as is shown in the photo with no
returns.

1236 Five Lionel prewar OO gauge 0044 boxcars, one 0014 boxcar and two 0045K tank cars Interesting colors on the boxcars,
probably 0044K cars? The 0014 boxcar has a repainted roof and ends, C6-7.

1237 Postwar Lionel O gauge 464 saw mill operating accessory in original box with inserts, wrapping paper, components in
envelope, C7. Box has a knife slice on a side/front panel, otherwise C9-10.

1238 Prewar Lionel O gauge 152 New York Central center cab electric locomotive, C6.
1239 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 2343P and 2343T twin diesel EMD F3a units in original boxes. Trains look very clean and
very shiny C6+. Clean battery compartment. T box has wear and tears to flaps, Madison Hardware and other stickers, P
box has sticker removal, both are very square and solid. Master carton has shipping label from the Firestone Tire and
Rubber Co., C8.
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1240 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 364 lumber loader in original box with components in envelope, C9 looks unused. Box looks
better C8-9.

1241 Prewar Lionel No. 437 switch-signal tower in original box, C6+. Box looks C7-8 with some missing tape.
1242 Prewar Lionel O gauge 97 electric remote control coal elevator motor operated conveyor, in original box with inserts, and
empty 207 bag, C6+. Box has missing cloth tape, otherwise square and solid with no missing flaps.

1243 Prewar Lionel O gauge 106 bridge for O gauge track, in original box. Center span and two approaches, C6. Box looks C7
-8.

1244 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2332 Pennsylvania GG-1 five stripe electric locomotive, C6 with strong stripes on both sides. Box
looks C7-8.

1245 Prewar Lionel O and standard gauge No. 119 tunnel in original box, flaking paint, C5. Tunnel is well marked. Box is very
square and solid with no torn or missing flaps.

1246 Prewar Lionel O gauge No. 188 O gauge coal elevator car and track set in original box with 97 coal elevator (mottled bin)
and 3659 automatic dump car, should clean C6-7. Box is very square and solid with no torn or missing flaps.

1247 Prewar Lionel standard gauge, No. 385EW standard gauge train set, in original boxes. Loco has oxidation on headlight
ring, small touchups to frame, and tender coal pile has five small holes drilled in it. Trains otherwise look C6+ area. Inner
boxes look C9. Master carton is missing an inner flap and has detached outer flap, otherwise very square and solid with
very nice label.

1248 Prewar Lionel No. 911 illuminated estate, in original box. Please view photos, sold as is with no returns. Box is square
and solid with no torn or missing flaps.

1249 Wartime Lionel 18-P-21700 Navy compass part in original box with factory inspection tag and box insert. Part has some
minor oxidation around the outer ring and on some exposed brass. Should clean to look C7. Box is very square and solid
with no torn or missing flaps and fairly good markings.

1250 Wartime Lionel Taffrail Log Complete in factory sealed original box,contents are assumed C10. Box has puncture to one
side/front panel, otherwise C8.

1251 Lionel prewar OO gauge 001 full scale three rail Hudson with 002 tender, 0014 boxcar, 0015 tank, 0016 hopper and a 0017
caboose. Engine needs a little cleaning, C6-7. Cars are C7+.

1252 Wartime/postwar Lionel factory case of unused Radiological Survey Meter CD V-700 Model 6b, Geiger counters. One
was pulled from the case for inspection, there is some very light oxidation on some metal parts, should clean and polish C8
-9. Instructions manual, strap, head phones, and insert were present. Inner boxes look C9 area. Case looks shipped, C9.

1253 Lionel prewar OO gauge three rail straight track. One section has a missing bakelight connector tab, all of the rest are
intact. C7. Twenty total sections.

1254 Lionel prewar standard gauge 424 Liberty Bell, 425 Stephen Girard and 426 Coral Isle passenger cars. 424 has a paint loss
spot about the size of a dime cut in half on the roof edge, cars are overall nicer C6-7.

1255 Unusual Lionel postwar O gauge 1685 Pullman and 1687 observation. Two tone red, outstanding lettering. Both cars look
like they should be C8-9 but one has small front corner solder repair, missing a couple handrails and minor chips so C7.
Original boxes are really cool as they are sealed on the top and the bottom with uncut tape but rather were opened on the
corner end tape. Boxes are both marked 1685XR.

1256 RARE Lionel prewar O gauge black 816 hopper, NOT the more common 2816. Only a few of these cars are known to
exist. Lower C6 are due to two missing brake wheels and some corrosion on one of the bay doors.
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1257 Wow! Tough to find Lionel postwar O gauge 716K original box only for the scale hopper car kit. Very nice original box
is fully intact and includes the packet that still has the original transfers, the 716K-5-LX-12-40 packet, the 716K-8-LX-12
-40 packet, the instruction sheet, the remains of the foam padding and the bottle of paint.

1258 Gorgeous Lionel prewar O gauge original boxes only for 1662 switcher and 2203T tender. Stunning boxes are very bright
with all flaps intact. Both boxes have a factory rubber stamped 3 to the right of the Lionel on the end flaps. No inserts.

1259 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 116 Station with automatic train control, original box only opened on both ends. NO station.
Box has some old marker writing and cloth tape residue. Box is extremely square and solid. Original Form No. 115-2
-6.0X 4-41TT instructions sheet included.

1260 Prewar American Flyer wide gauge 4678 Hamiltonian loco box, split corners on lid. Nice solid box with good graphics.
1261 Prewar American Flyer wide gauge Blue President’s Special original boxes. Loco box bottom is not original. Boxes have
no legible numbers.

1262 Prewar American Flyer wide gauge original boxes in C8-9, fine looking shape. 4019, 4040, 4041, and 4042 all marked for
MAROON. Loco and 4042 have some nice original tape. Loco box has inserts.

1263 Prewar American Flyer wide gauge original box for a 1433 tunnel, box only. NO tunnel. Box has chipping at number,
some small older pieces of masking tape. Box is super square and solid, C8-9 in shape.

1264 Postwar Lionel O gauge 229P and 229C M&St.L. diesel Alco original boxes and an original instructions sheet. Boxes look
C9.

1265 Prewar American Flyer wide gauge original boxes, 4041, 4010, 4351, and 4017 with some legible and some illegible
information. Boxes are better C7-8.

1266 Prewar American Flyer wide gauge original boxes, some are torn, some are partial, some have no numbers or illegible
numbers, etc. Lot is sold as is shown in our photos with no returns.

1267 Prewar Lionel O gauge original boxes, 2677 gondola car, 2679 box car, 2682X caboose, and 2225TX GMC tender. Some
partially missing inner couplers, otherwise very square and solid boxes.

1268 Prewar American Flyer wide gauge original boxes, two 4090 BAG BLUE, and one 4381 D. BLUE PULL CAR. One 4090
has some staining to lid, and 4381 has creasing to a side of lid. Boxes otherwise looks C8.

1269 Prewar and postwar Lionel O gauge and standard gauge original boxes. Missing flaps, tears, etc. Lot is sold as it is shown
in our photos with no returns. Lot includes and is not limited to: 1083, 512, 657, 2422, 513, 115, 2423, 2421, 2434, 57, 58,
57, others without numbers.

1270 Prewar Lionel O and standard gauge original boxes, lot includes but is not limited to: No. 2, 2224W, 224E, 2613, 2814R,
2640, 1835T, 226, 2640, and 2641. Some torn, replaced, and missing flaps, etc. Most boxes are square and solid.

1271 Prewar Lionel standard gauge No. 300 Bridge original box. Box has detached inner flap and partially detached outer flaps.
Box has some older duct tape and some missing material. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns.

1272 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 214 automobile furniture boxcar, needs a door guide replaced, very small ding in roof, C6.
Prewar Lionel O gauge 2817 caboose, C6. Three postwar Lionel O gauge billboard frames with posters and blinker lights,
C6.

1273 Prewar American Flyer wide gauge original boxes, 4017 2WT, 4017 Sand Car, and 4026. Boxes look better C7-8.
1274 Unusual Ives Lionel prewar O gauge transition freight cars including 1679 Baby Ruth boxcar, 1680 Sunoco tank car and a
1682 caboose. Trains are high grade C7-8. Includes very hard to find original boxes that look great but are missing a few
inner flaps.
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1275 Lionel prewar O gauge 256 electric orange locomotive, rubber stamp variation. Looks extremely nice C8 on one side,
other side has a few paint chips that should be visible in the photo- not bad but still there so that side looks C6+. One
corner of roof has been touched up from being bent at one time. OB is worn.

1276 Tough Lionel prewar No 1500 Locoscope. Outstanding C9 condition with insert, film, scope and original box.
1277 Lionel prewar O gauge original set box only 140W for a 224E passenger train. Nice box with full label and all flaps.
Includes a 167 controller and RCS both in original boxes.

1278 Lionel prewar O gauge 224E original box only and 2224W original box only. Boxes are both complete and high grade,
square. One insert in each box.

1279 Lionel prewar O gauge original boxes only for 2640, 2640 and 2641 passenger cars. Higher grade original boxes have all
flaps, a couple of inner flaps are loose, square and have no writing.

1280 Lionel prewar O gauge blue passenger cars 710, 710 and 712. Original C7 area.
1281 Lionel prewar standard gauge 214R reefer car, brass trim with nickel journals, C7.
1282 Lionel prewar standard gauge 214 boxcar, brass trim, nickel journals, C7+.
1283 Lionel prewar standard gauge 515 ivory tank car, brass trim with copper journals, C7+.
1284 Lionel prewar standard gauge 211 flatcar with original lumber, all nickel with brass brakewheels, C8 with outstanding label
type OB.

1285 Gorgeous Lionel prewar standard gauge 215 green tank car, brass trim with nickel journals, C8-9. High grade original
label type box.

1286 High grade Lionel prewar standard gauge 218 dump car, brass trim with nickel journals, C7-8. Very nice original label
type box.

1287 Lionel prewar standard gauge 212 wine colored gondola with brass plates and nickel journals. Includes a complete original
box and 5 original barrels. Car is C6.

1288 Lionel prewar standard gauge 100 bridge. Bridge sections are C7 area but what makes this lot special is the very hard to
find original box that is complete with a great label.

1289 Incredible Lionel postwar O gauge original boxes for a 2333 Santa Fe F3. The power unit box is sealed on one end, C9-10.
The 2333T box is also outstanding and fully intact. Can’t get much better on P and T boxes. They both also include the
original cotton wrap material and the inserts. The outer master carton is complete with an uncut label on one end although
it is not as bright and fresh as the P and T box but is still quite nice.

1290 Lionel prewar O gauge orange set with 256 locomotive, 710 Pullman, 710 Pullman and 712 observation. Nice original C6
-7 set.

1291 Lionel prewar O gauge terra cotta and maroon 615 baggage car, 613 Pullman and 614 observation car. 613 has some light
corrosion spots on one side, C6-7 overall. Two boxes are pretty good, the 614 is more worn.

1292 Lionel prewar standard gauge 212 all nickel trim light green gondola, C7. High grade OB.
1293 Lionel prewar standard gauge 213 stock car, brass trim with nickel journals, could use a little cleaning, C7. OB is complete
label end type box.

1294 Lionel prewar standard gauge 220 searchlight car, brass trim with copper journals, has a .25 inch paint loss spot on terra
cotta part, rest is nice C7+. OB is complete, has some clear tape and store tape.
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1295 Unusual Lionel prewar O gauge original boxes including 261 master carton, 261 loco box, 257T tender box, 262E master
carton, 262E loco box and a 265W tender box. Boxes are usable but worn, missing some flaps.

1296 Lionel prewar SG 216 hopper car in darker green with brass trim and nickel journals, C7+ with a complete label end type
box that has some discoloration on end of the flaps.

1297 Lionel prewar standard gauge 217 all nickel trim caboose, high grade C8 with a complete and nicer original box.
1298 Lionel prewar standard gauge 217 brass trim with nickel journals caboose, high grade C8 with a complete and nicer
original box.

1299 Mint Lionel postwar O gauge 3494-550 Monon operating boxcar, unrun, C9-10. Box is an absolute brick and square as it
gets.

1300 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2353 Santa Fe twin diesel for “O” gauge track, original box. Box has repairs/restoration to bottom
edges, looks C7.

1301 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6418 Machinery Car in original box with bridge sections, C8. Box has repaired puncture/tear in
side front panel. Box is very square and solid with no torn, detached, repaired, or missing flaps.

1302 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6518 Transformer Car in original box with two inserts, unrun C9-10. Box has light creasing to a
side panel, C8.

1303 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 6800 flatcar with Beechcraft Bonanza Airplane in original box with original instructions
sheet, C7. Box has a repaired end flap fold, otherwise looks C8-9.

1304 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 3356 operating horse car and corral in original picture box with horses in white 3356-100 OB,
C7 car, corral should clean, C8. Box looks C8++.

1305 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3356-25 A.T.S.F. operating barrel car in original box with insert, 362-78 barrels in OB, OTC with
adapter, and 160 bin. Gray painted trough, C8. OB looks C8-9.

1306 Postwar Lionel O gauge 470 missile launching platform with exploding target car in original box with insert, base, 6470
exploding target car, and instructions sheet. 6470 looks run C8-9. Base should clean C9 area. 6470 OB looks C9, super
slightly punched panel. 470 OB has cut/repaired corner and a little wear to some lower corner edges, otherwise C8 area.

1307 Prewar Lionel O gauge No. 97 remote control coal elevator with gray painted superstructure, mottled bin, and brown
controller with black 160 bin, and No. 207 bag of artificial coal in original box with inserts. Elevator looks C6-7 on one
side and C7 on other. Box has restored/reinforced flaps, one inner flap is still partially torn and with a little restoration
would really improve an already good looking box. Box is very square and very solid.

1308 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 623 A.T.S.F. NW-2 diesel switcher locomotive in original box with inserts, wrapping paper,
instructions sheet, and inspection slip, C8. OB looks C8.

1309 Prewar Lionel O gauge 251 RED boxcab electric locomotive with cream inserts and brass trim in original box with original
wrapping material, C8. Some very light casting fatigue to some wheels. Box has a small tear to cloth tape, otherwise C7
-8.

1310 Prewar Lionel O gauge Accessory Set 071 Comprising 6 No. 060 Telegraph Posts with Extension Arms, in original box
C6. Box looks C7.

1311 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2343C Santa Fe EMD F3 diesel B unit in original box with insert and original wrapping paper, C6.
Original porthole lens. Box has inner repairs to most flaps, otherwise very square and solid.

1312 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3360 operating Burro crane in original box with insert and components in envelope, typical
hairline at rear screw, O/W C7. Box looks C7-8.
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1313 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2500 REA baggage with dot head rivets, 2531 Silver Dawn observation hex head rivets
(w/inspection slip), 2532 Silver Range vista dome with hex head rivets, two 2533 Silver Cloud Pullmans (one round head,
other is hex head rivets), 2534 Silver Bluff Pullman hex head rivets. Trains look or will clean to look nicer C6 range. 2531
OB has insert and paper, 2532 has insert, one 2533 has insert and paper, 2534 has insert. Boxes range from worn to C7
area.

1314 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2625 Irvington Pullman and 2628 Manhattan Pullman passenger cars in original boxes. 2628 has
splotchy finish, C6. 2625 looks C6-7. Boxes have missing flaps, both boxes have inserts.

1315 Postwar Lionel Type VW 150 watts transformer with supple original cord (small split at base) and instructions sheet in
original box with inserts, C6. Box looks C7-8.

1316 Postwar Lionel O gauge 022 remote control switches with controllers, fixed voltage plugs, lanterns and instructions sheet
in original box with insert. 042 manual switches in original box with insert. Switches look nice clean C6 area. Boxes look
C7-8.

1317 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessory and component items, some in original boxes, some original instructions sheets, etc...
145 automatic gateman in OB, 925 large tube of lubricant, 252 auto crossing gate in OB, 020 90 degree crossover in OB,
260 illuminated bumper in OB, LTC illuminated track lockon in OB, three UCS in OB with controllers, more... Please
view photos very carefully, lot is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

1318 Postwar Lionel O gauge 132 illuminated station in original box with inserts and instructions sheet. Roof is missing on of
the four underneath mounting nibs, otherwise C7. Box is C8.

1319 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6520 searchlight car, 6464-450 Great Northern boxcar, 3464 New York Central operating boxcar,
and 6457 illuminated caboose, in original boxes, C6. Boxes have missing flaps, tape repairs, some stains, etc. Boxes are
fairly square and solid.

1320 Postwar Lionel O gauge Outfit No. 2175W Santa Fe twin diesel O ga. freight train with horn in original boxes. Set is
comprised of: 2343P and 2343T Santa Fe EMD F3a twin diesel locomotives, 6456 LV hopper, 3464 S.F. boxcar (light
oxidation starting on doors and rust on some door guide rivets), 6555 Sunoco tank car (casting fatigue to frame, detached
ladder included), 6462 NYC gondola (inspection slip), and 6457 caboose, trains look C6-7. 2343T box has typical wear
around edges, very square and solid with insert. Rest of train boxes look C7 to C9. Set box looks C8+. Instructions sheet,
instructions booklet, and uncut billboard sheet included. Locos have screened vents, original porthole lens, and perfectly
clean battery compartment.

1321 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2321 Lackawanna Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel locomotive, screw cracks, painted over
battery damage, painted catwalks, C6.

1322 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2041 Rock Island diesel Alco A units (T unit has cracked pilot), 6315 Chemical tank (missing
section of frame), and 6557 smoking caboose missing a step in original box with instructions sheet. Trains are sold as they
are shown in our photos with no returns.

1323 Prewar Lionel O gauge 262E steam locomotive and 262T tender. Loco has partially missing pilot, issue with E unit lever,
otherwise a very nice loco, sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. Tender looks C6.

1324 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2331 Virginian Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel locomotive. Hairlines and cracks at screws,
and hairlines into and around a set of steps. Rust on chassis, mostly to center portion. Repro walkways and handrails.
Train is sold as is shown in our photos with no returns.

1325 Prewar Lionel O gauge scale and semi scale freight cars with obvious and non-obvious issues, sold as is shown in our
photos with no returns. 717 New York Central caboose, 717K NYC caboose, X2954 Pennsylvania boxcar, and 2957 NYC
caboose

1326 Postwar Lionel O gauge 51 Navy Yard New York industrial diesel switcher, one cracked strut and hairline at rear screw,
C6.
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1327 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-475 Boston and Main boxcar slightly faded, 6464-650 Denver and Rio Grande Western
boxcar, and 6572 REA reefer in original boxes. Trains have rust on door guides, rivets, or couplers. Trains are all unrun.
Shells should clean to look C7-8. Boxes look C8.

1328 American Flyer standard gauge track and switches. Tub full weighing about 60 pounds. Numerous curves and a few
switches. Track is cleaner C6-7. See photos for best description.

1329 Prewar Lionel O gauge and standard gauge items, 189 villa, 92 floodlight tower, 56 and 57 lamps, Ives station, more.
Items are sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns.

1330 Postwar Lionel O gauge 394 beacon, six 154 crossing signals, and three 140 banjo signals. Items are parts and pieces, sold
as is shown in our photos with no returns.

1331 Postwar/modern era Fleischmann, Mantua, Rivarossi, Marx, Penn Line, and possibly other, HO gauge trains and diesel
horn station in OB. Penn Line station, Mantua kit, and Rivarossi flatcar in original boxes look C9-10. Loose trains are
sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns.

1332 Postwar Plasticville S and O gauge buildings, pieces, and parts. Lot is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.
Box measures 18 long by 11 wide and 9 tall.

1333 Postwar Plasticville S and O gauge buildings, pieces, and parts. Lot is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.
Box measures 18 long by 11 wide and 9 tall.

1334 Prewar, postwar Marx toy trains, accessory items, Roadside Rest Service Station playset (restored). Plastic military
vehicles, tin and plastic vehicles and more. Lot is sold as is shown in our photos with no returns.

1335 Seven large boxes with plastic vending machine type plastic vehicles, unmarked. Most are approximately 1-1/2 to 2 inches
long.

